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ANIMALS

SUFFERED TERRIBLY
Zapatistas near Penjamo, in the state
Washington, Feb. 9. Quail and oth
of Guanajuato near the Jaliso rail
er game birds suffered severely dur
TO
road line. Several federals and 15
ing the recent cold weather, accord
rebels were killed. Bandits have been
ing to reports from various parts of
operating in Guanajuato and Michoa-cathe country to the United States biofor several days, and as a conse
logical survey. Dr. Henshaw, chief
nuence, the express company refuses
of the bureau, said today that much
to accept voluables for shipment in
was done through the National Asso
those states.
JOHNSON-FEYN- N
ciation of Audobon societies to pre
The railroad bridge at Torreon has
serve the birds, but that the measures
been hastily repaired and Abran Gontaken were Inadequate.
Provision ALTHOUGH THE FEDERALS HAVE zales, minister of the interior, proceedshould he made early In the season
ed to Eagle Pass, Texas, by special
WON SEVERAL BATTLES THE
he said, for feeding birds in severe
train last night.
SITUATION is GRAVE
weather, and such precautions should
A
Arbo more systematic and thorough.
Governor Delays Action
There has been no loss by starva
Austin, Texas, Feb. 9. Governor
tion of elk in the Jackson's Hole re MANY TOWNS ARE DESERTING
Colquitt of Texas has not granted
gion, Wyoming, such as characterized
permission to Mexican federal trot's
the preceding two winters and the IN CHIHUAHUA THERE ISMUCH to
move through Texas territory from
animals there thus far have been In
TALK
OF REVOLUTION
AND
Pass to Juarez. The state de
Eagle
good condition, Dr. Henshaw reports.
NO SHOW OF ORDER
is reported to have given
partment
TO BE LAS VEGAS' GUEST THIS EVENING Hay
was Btored early in the season
such permission to the Mexican gov- WILL DEFER HIS DECISION A SHORT TIME
at various points near the wintering
ernment but the state department wirground of the big elk herd and they TEXAS MAY MAKE A PROTEST ed the Texas
government to know if
were fed when they could not rustle
would
there
be
any objection and Govto
the Governor and his Wife Will be Tendered at the for themselves.
Reception
CITIZENS OF EL PASO OBJECT TO ernor Colquitt still has the matter un Visiting Sportsman Was Delighted With The Sunshine And Warm
Commercial Club Rooms and Duncan Opera House Toder consideration. In event the Mex
WILL NOT INVITE FOREIGNERS
MARCHING OF LOYAL THOOPS
Breezes of a New Mexico Winter Day Was Shown
ican troops attempt to cross into Tex
Washington, Feb. 9. The senate
nightRooms Are a Scene of Beauty And People
THROUGH CITY
as territory from Eagle Pass they
Points of Interest by a Committee And Decommittee on expositions today acted
could be stopped by the Texas ranFrom all Parts of Northern New Mexico
adversely on the resolution requestclared Conditions Here Were Ideal
Washington, Feb. 9. Although Mex gers, it is explained here.
ing the president to invite Latin- Are Expected to be Present.
ican
federals
have
been
victorioui
For The Fistic Encounter.
American countries to participate in
the Zapatistas in several inCavalry on the Move
agajnst
the Panama-Californi- a
in
exposition
Eagle Pass, Tex., Feb. 9. A detachstances, according to reports to the
Making his first visit to ias Vegas gas will be present tonight to make San Diego. Calif., in 1915. As San state
men today, the federal ment of cavalry itoday left Fort Clark,
Las Vegas looks good to Jack Cur-le- the championship contest here sentidepart
Francisco
to
is
hold
an
since his inauguration as the first the acquaintance of Governor and
exposition the
45 miles north of Eagle Pass, undet
The big, jovial manager of Jiiu-mi- ment in Las Vegas is strong for the
same year, in which the nations of government is still facing a difficult
chief executive of the new state of Mrs.. McDonalu.
orders for a forced march to Eagle
Many
people the world
problem.
Flynn,
While Curley has made no
aspirant to the title of fight.
New Mexico, Governor William O. Mc- who reside in the surrounding towns
already have been invited
in the state of Jalisco, is Pass. The detachment was expected heavyweight pugilist
Chapala,
of the promise of a definite nature those who
to
champion
the
decided
committee
participate,
Donald, accompanied by MrB. McDon- also arrived today and the gathering
to arrive here before night. A troop wohld, arrived here
last night from have been close to him today declaro
that invitation to a second fair wa? reported to have gone over to the train
ald and their daughter, Miss Frances, tonight will be
of Mexican soldiers from Saltillo the Pacifc coast where he had
representative of en inadvisable.
rebels, and events In the state of
they are convinced his decision will
arrived this afternoon on Santa Fe tire northern New Mexico. Though
are reported to have taker is on the way to the border here to been on business pertaining to the be in favor of Las Vegas.
No.
train
.0 and will be guests of the the committee has made it clear that
a. serious turn,
A report from tht meet the United States troops and be bout between his protege and Jack
EXPLOSION KILLS 12
people of this city tonight at a mon the reception is for the public and
In Chihuahua notes escorted to El Paso.
Johnson, the present champion, which
American
consul
-A
Fort Francis, Ontario, Feb.
ster reception to be given in their everybody is invited, it has requested
will be staged on July 4.
the situation there unchanged.
CAMPAIGN
honor in the commercial ciub rooms The Optic to make that announcement premature explosion on the construcZapatistas Are Victorious.
of Lieutenant Colonel
The
Mr. Curley came here at the request
purpose
tion work on the Canadian Northern
and the Duncan opera house.
Mexico
n.
A
once more.
Feb.
force
City,
large
of Charles O'Maliey, who telegraphed
Sturglss' trip from San Antonio for
railway, near here today, killed 1." Houston It was
The arrival of Governor McDonald
of Zapatistas today occupied Boyca
him several weeks ago and made a
explained at the war
FORMALLY BEGUN
men
and
was the occasion tar the firing of a
seriously Injured eight
was to obtain informa- del Monte, in the state of Puehla, bona fide offer of 1100,000 for the big
department,
others.
no
salute in his honor. Anvils in the LEAVES
with
resistence.
Other
tion on sites for maneuver camps in meeting
battle. The two men have been in
JAIL TO
sacked the railway station at correspondence for several weeks.
downtown blacksmith shops boomed
the event of a mobilization.
ARE OPENED IN
HEADQUARTERS
out a noisy welcome and the big canEspernza, 53 miles southeast of
GARDNER IS CHAMPION.
Curley was so impressed with the repx
WASHINGTON UNDER DIRECstate
was
the
the
safe
non of Dan Rhodes raised its mighty
capital,
Feb. 9. Canton K. Gardner,
to
as
Manila,
the
ad
resentations
of O'Maliey
Battle at Juarez Expected
SHARE FORTUNE of New York and San Francisco, won
TION OF IW'KINLEY.
blown open and looted. Both Es- - vantages of Las Vegas as a prospec
voice in a roar of greeting.
The
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 9. Some frlght-eneand
on
del Monte are
pernba
Boyca
scene
next
of
the
today the lawn tennis championship
for
fracas
tive
racket Continued for several minbig
El Pasoans have been protesting the Mexican
Feb. 9. Active work
railway.
of the Orient. He defeated Edwin to Governor 5olquitt
utes and brought all the merchants,
Tnipenderico Day, that, he lost no forWashington,
against khe passthe
OF
renomination
and
WIFE
FREDERICK
CRANDALL,
waslast
who
S.
winner
aa
aa
tr.e
his of President
McGee,
time in coming here
quickly
their clerks and customers to the
age of Mexico n federal troops through
aside from that
HAWLEY'8
HEIR, IS RELEASof
allow.
holder
would
the
the
and
business
title,
by
affairs
year,
to
wave
Paso
to
El
Btores
their
of
Paa
doors
the
SENATOR
front
Texas from Kagle
PLATT DIDN'T
done at the White House, beg-aop
ED FROM WORKHOUSE
three to one.
This morning Mr. Curley was call today when Representative William B.
and then in til Juarez, some fearing
hands at the governor as he was
Mr.
O'Maliey
ed upon at his hotel by
that it might result in a battle in
McKlnley, of Illinois, chairman of the
driven through the streets In the big
BOSS MR. CORTELYflU and
New York, Feb. 9. Mrs. Frederick
a company of representative busiithe troops attempt to
as
or
A.
A.
Jones.
campaign
Juarez,
republican
car
congressional
of
touring
ness men of this city who held a long committee, took up his new duties as
Crandall, nee MoManus, came to New WILL VACATE THRONE
cross from El Paso to Juarez. The
Aside from the firing of the salutes York today from Blackwell's Island,
CurMr.
GENERAL conference with him. Later
governor has replied that he has not FORMER POSTMASTER
manager of the Taft campaign.
the greeting of the governor was a and learned for the first time that her
TOOK ACTION AGAINST LEWIS
ley was taken to the Hot Springs and
perstate
the
department
Mr. McKlnley began work early and
yet
given
to
made
was
DAYS
MANY
EdNo
one.
BEEORE
attempt
of
the
late
an
heir
quiet
husband was
Romeroville in the automobile of Wil
ON OWN INITIATIVE
to pass the Mexicans through
to see many of the party
mission
planned
or
a
baud, win Hawley and a prospective millionmeet him with a committee
He was shown through leaders now in
and is considering the matter. Ordin-arlWashington, Feb. 9. George B. liam Springer.
Washington. Quarters
those in charge of (he arrangements aire. Since January 20 last, she had
was
taken
is felt among Cortelyou told the house committee the Montezuma hotel and
no
boomers
have not been
Taft
apprehension
for
the
AT
DATE
AS
IS
cere18
SET
of that fa
lieenu an inmate of the workhouse, FEBRUARY
preferring to defer any formal
El Pasoans if the troops do pass on expenditures in the postoffice de for trip over the grounds
secured but within a fow days Mr. Mc
WHICH CHINESE EMPEROR
Several sentenced for "disorderly conduct ani
monies until this evening.
one of the proposed
partment today of his action in issuing mous hostelry,
through here.
Klnley expects to open offices.
WILL RESIGN.
of Governor McDonald's warm per mischievous mischief" the outcome
is now virtual- fraud orders against E. G. Lewis, of batitle grounds for the two heavy
Juarez
The
garrison
Although republican leaders said to
to
chilstation
were
at
the
sonal friends
of a tenement house row. The
the soldiers St. Louis, in 1905 and 1907 while he weight boxers. Mr. Curley also was day that it was too early to talk about
since
without
troops,
ly
Shao
Yl,
9.
Tang
Shang Hai, Feb.
taken to the Gallinas Park, which, too the
grasp his hand and the salutation was dren of the pair have been at Chathwere sent south yesterday to operate was postmaster general.
plans of campaign after the Chi
as likely to be "Hello Mack," as "Glad am, N. Y., awaiting their mother's the representative of Premier Yuan
has
been mentioned as a site upon
now
holding
owned
A
the
by
Vasquistas
company
publishing
convention, many friends of Mr.
against
was
cago
be
to see you. Governor," The McDon- release and it is understood she will Shi Kai, today declared that he
west of Chihuahua. Some Lewis and also the United States which a mammoth arena could
the
were of the opinion that if
country
of
McKinley
the
abdication
the
Mrs.
that
Mr.
and
confident
alds were the guests of
wives ar- bank of St. Louis were affected by erected for the bajttle.
join them there.
President Taft is renominated Mr.
fact cavalry horses and soldiers'
an
would
be
accomplished
of
the
one
throne
was
who
once
men
Crandall
Jones this afternoon.
accompanied
The business
Young
this morning from Chihuahua the orders. Frank Madden, who was
McKinley will be his choice for chair
18. There appears to rived
The reception will begin this even- late railroad millionaire's favorite ne- before February
are expected to- third assistant postmaster general un- O'Maliey soon made it clear to Mr. man of the republican national com
soldiers
other
and
there
now
than
confidence
in
1890,
be
less
the
of
guaroffer
big
ing at 8:45 o'clock when the receiv- phews but they quarreled
but. they are to be sent south der Mr. Cortelyou, Is now counsel for Curley that the
mittee. Mr. McKinley probably would
of Crandall' hitherto has been that Yuan Shi Kai night,
sent south Lewis. Mr. Cortelyou said Madcleii anteee was bona fide and would be be
those
ing line will form In trie main lobby when Mr. Hawley learned
ot
following
once,
of
acceptable to all the old line party
a
for
the
selected
then
be
presidency
will
interests
McManus,
Miss
of the Commercial ciub rooms, which attentions to
to attempt to restore peace had refused to issue fraud
orders tacked up by the business
Some of ttioee leaders have
yesterday,
leaders.
tne
other hand
He was also assured
of Las Vegas.
have been made beautful with decora- telegraph operator in the offices of the republic. On the
to Postmaster General Hitch
along the line of the Mexico North against Lewis and that he had issued
objected
the
Yuen
Li
he
where
General
Mexico
rieng,
of
name
New
that able legal lights of
tions of southern smilax and pink the Southern Pacfic railway,
railroad between Juarez and them personally.
cock and Secretary to the President
is mentioned, western
have informed the promoter that there
carnations. Guests will enter through was emp'oyed. Since Hawley died present vice president,
denied
that
Mr.
i
Pearson.
any
Cortelyou
Hilles, both prominently mentioned
be
tsat
he
a
may
share
receive
will
it
is possible
and
the main entrance of the Duncan intestate, Crandall
influences" had anything to is little likelihood of interference heretofore for national chairman.
Advices from Chihuahua today state
to
is
of
selected.
the
said,
it
officers
the
estate
battle
the
amounting,
of
the
eventually
leave
with
by
will
opera Rouse. The radios
that the Mexican National between do wiith his action in the Lewis case.
law against
The draft of the proposed magna
their wraps in two dressing, rooms in more than $2,000,000.
and Torreon is still torn up and His attention was called by Third As- law. The fact that the
there
Mexico
charter of the new Chinese republic
the hallway between the opera house
of the Northwestern track sistant Postmaster General Britt to finish boxing contests in New
much
that
Dr. Wu Ting
to NEW CLASSIFICATIONS
ceased
by
and
been
statute
has
a
federal
was
completed
men
have
ChihuaThe
rooms.
between
of
and the club
has been destroyed
testimony taken in the investion
the
in
e
ACCUSED
of
stat
a
OF
minister
IDENTITY
Mexico
the
justice
became
New
of
Fang,
which much
been provided with- e room on the
the case suggesting that former United exist when
now awaits hua and Madera, along
and
Mr.
to
recabinet,
Curley.
was
also
where
republican
house
Madero
explained
the
of
the
main floor of
opera
States Senator Piatt aud the express
the early fighting
ARE TO BE SUSPENDED
of the senate at NanBy his smile as he listened to these
volution took place. Several bands company interests had sought the des
they will leave their hats and coats.
MEN IS MADE KNOWN the approval
a
for
ihe
The
document
he
or
upon
provides
men
when
statements
gazed
500
to
club
king.
100
the
between
The passageway
traction of the Lewis company's
estimated at from
presidential term of live years but each, are in action west of Chihuahua. bank, and that it was through Piatt's proposed sites for the immense are- INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISrooms and the opera nouse has been
the
will make
his appre
Residents of Chihuahua anxious to es Influence that Mr. Cortelyou had been na. Mr. Ourley showed
beautifully decorated in Hags and FEDERAL AUTHORITIES IN TWEN- ihe senate probably
WILL
SION
ENFORCE
NOT
one year.
However, he
term
and
'
ciation
first
only
avenue
approval.
innocent
the
specta
form
as
TO
will
killed
It
ORDERED
made
ARE
general.
TY CITIES
being
postmaster
bunting.
cape
RATES
UNTIL JUNE
or
a
compromise
tha?
definite
as
not
make
is
promises
It
did
Paso
any
El
thought
ad
be
"Did former Senator Piatt or any
MAKE ARRESTS
tors, are taking trains to
through which the visitors wia
It Is under
may be reached on the question of the fast as they can get them. Disinter express company or express trust," sign any agreements.
mitted to the receiving line. After
Washington, Feb. 9. A new westPresident
withhold
will
China.
of
Mr.
are
that
stood
future
Curley
capital
asked Mr. Britt, "either influence you
ested peopie estimate that there
shaking hands with the governor and
Indianapolis, Feb. 9. Federal auern
classificaton of freight on which
to
return
his
his party the guests will do ushered thorities in the 20 cities where are Sun Yat Sen, however, asseius posi- manv more in arms against the gov or attempt to influence you in your his decision until after
the western transportation lines workue
will
selected,
are
home
in
that
Chicago.
his
Nanking
ernment in Chihuahua than there
action in this case? .
back to the opera house. Dr. John known to be the 40 or more men in tively
for many months, and which rean agreement
still
But one thing is an assured fac- t- ed
D. Hess, manager oi the floor commit- dicted iu connection with tlie dyna although he admits that
"Not in any whatever," Mr. Cortelsupporting it. Pascual Orozco
i cently was filed with the interstate
Mexico
New
in
occurs
to
provisana
made
it
be
the
battle
keep
declines to take the governorship
you replied. "Mr. Piatt never appear
tee, has arranged for informal dancing mite conspiracy case today were in- may
Mr. Cur- commerce commission, today was orionally as the nominal capital.
between the hours o 9 and 10. This formed of the identities of the
Governor Abran Gonzales is unable ed In the case ait any time to my will be staged in Las Vegas.
continues
,to dered by the commission to be suswith
requests
was
inwhere
besieged
ley
for the
Desultory outpost nghtlng
to reach there from Torreon,
will provide entertainment
Plans for simultaneous ;.r
knowledge. There was no such
.
pended from February 15 to June 23.
n
i
as i
fluence introduced that I ever heard look over the field at Albuquerque
crowd during the time the guests, as rests of the men, probably on Mon- in many places but tne reports
he has been marooned ny ourneu
The proposed clasifications contans
wa--i
He
exagger
in
much
that
city.
by sportsmen
the casualties are very
of."
road bridges.
they arrive, are bng presented to day, are progressing.
of changes resulting in many
hundreds
deDunke City lasi
on both sides, l ang Shao Yi
The entire district in northwestern
Governor and Mrs. McDonald.
Reading from the record Mr. Britt waited upon in the
Reports that, some of the men weiv ated
advances and some decrease in presre
which
there
committee
Norththat
a
reviewed the testimony of Madden evening by
Cihuafaua through which the
At 10 o'clock or stiortly after, the not to be found at their usual haunts clared positively totiay
listen ent rates. Naturally, rates would be
western line runs is In charge of the in which inferences were made that quested him to stop over and
formal dance will be begun when the caused no alarm at United States Dis would be no more serious fighting.
die affected by the new classification not
and
of
that place
to the praises
notes of the grand march are Bounded. triet Attorney Miller's office. When
Vasquistas, according to the advices the express companies had sought to
to
the
offer
to
big only in western territory but throughExecuted.
are
had
inducements
it
it
Officers
There
because
district.
Twenty-threis
bank
break up the Lewis
received from this
Following the second dance upon the word for their arrest is sent out, it
9.
The
Mr.
politely out the country, on all freight originCurley
Mukden, Manchuria, Feb.
now about 1,500
Vasquistas under did a mail banking business which scrappers. But
progrnm refreshments will be served. said, it would be found that the gov
of Chi Li arms in this district and the towns in interfered with the money order busi- declined. He also declined an invita ating in, or destined to points in that
The viands are to be elaborate.
eminent had been kept fully advised city of Koiping, province
Ve?as had territory. A hearing on the proposed
bombardAs was announced yesterday the as to their movements. Many of the was subjected to a severe
the section through which the Pear- ness and that Senator Piatt had Mv. tion to visit Santa Fe. Las
classification was held in Chicago on
him.
In
with
call
the
the
first
tne
to
be
revolutionary
the
to
attack
son line runs are said
Cortelyou appointed
9 but it was found impossible
receiving line will be made up of state defendants, it is reported, have taken ment today by
January
teb
to
reMr. Curley did not hestate
tne latest
control of these men. Casas Grandes, bank and destroy It, All such inferofficials and their -- :ves. The follow- steps toward furnishing bond for theii troops. According to
the commission to conclude its inby
athim
were
men
with
today
who
The
the
Sablnal,
flames.
de
in
ences Mr. Cortelyou emphatically
ports the town is
Madera, Palomas, Ascension,
ing will shake hands with the guests appearance for arraignment here
strong quiry before the effective date Febtacking force of republican troops Santa Sofia and the other small towns nied. That anything entered the case that Las Vega3 offered many
Governor and Mrs. W. f-- McDonald, March 12.
favor ruary 15.
acwas
he
said
He
Into
the
inducements.
of
him
control
are reported to be in
brought 12 heavy field guns
except the evidence before
former Governor and Mr? willlam .1
as
a bat
tion and for several hours fiercely discontents who are conducting UW through regular channels, he also de ably impressed with the city
BRONDEL WINS TITLE
Mills, Miss Frances McDonald, Mayor
He
own
for
tie
the
pugilists.
fortress.
giant
ground
nied.
Rock Island, HI., Feb. 9. In a match shelled both the city and tue
municipal affairs after their
Karl D. Goodall, Lieutenant Governor
ABBE LOYSON DEAD
or
a
for
will
remain
here
day
to
before
was
likely
officers
belonging
never
Twenty-thre"There
anything
plans.
and Mrs. B. C de Baca, Secretary of here for the welterweight wrestling
Feb. 9. Abbe Charles Loy-aoParis,
exehis
two
before
departure.
to
Har- the garrison of the city were
taking
t,i c or in mv mind to cause me
State and Mrs. Antonio Lueero, championship of the middle west,
char-acte- r
known
throughout the world as
comman
issue an order prejudicial to the Lewis Judging from the representative Cur-leBloody Fight at Penjamo
ry Brondel of Davenport, Iowa, de- cuted by the general in
Judge and Mrs. David J. Leahy.
died today In hla
Pere
Mr.
Hyacinthe,
Who
assured
men
of
the
9.
of collusion
Sixty eomnanv." said Mr. Cortelyou, "I acted
Guadalajara, Meat., Feb.
There Is every indication tjat a feated Gus Nicholson of Rock Islanr" without trial on suspicion
eighty-fiftafter a brief illness.
him
year
to
bring
have
200
of
their
desire
with
was
commander.
it
because
my
case
duty.'
in this
federal troops today fought
with the revolutionary
LftF Ve In straight falls.
large number of the people of

GOVERNOR

N'DONALD GREETED

SERIOUS TROUBLE

WITH BOOMING OF CANNON

LAS VEGAS LOOKS GOOD

IS BREWING IN

AND ROAR OF HEAVY ANVILS

n

MEXICO

JACK CURLEY, PROMOTER OF
THE

Chief Executive of the New State is Given
Noisy Welcome Upon His
rival This Afternoon.

FIGHT

Man Who Will Stage The Big Bout Arrived
Last Night From a Trip to
The Pacific Coast.
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BUSY DAYS AHEAD
FOR MEDICINE

216 delegates to the democratic state
convention at Joplin.
he Joplin convention will determine whether former Governor Josepn W. Polk or
Speaker Champ Clark shall have the
Missouri indorsement for president.

MAKERS

A

POLITICIANS

WILL SEE SEVEN
DAYS OF REAL ACTIVITY BEGINNING TUESDAY.

DAILY

18,000 MILES OF
STAMPS USED

Shorn of Her Crown of Beauty, Loses
in Love and Marriage.
Hair is certainly most necessary to IF COLLECTED AND LAID END TO
woman. Who could love and marry a
END THEY WOULD STRETCH
woman?
What charms
NEARLY AROUND WORLD
could one array to offset such a disbald-heade-

OPTIC

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

S, 1912.

ICZEMAITCHEDSO
I

IN YEAR

WOMAN

BALD-HEADE-

VEGAt

COULDN'T STAND

IT

Began by Little Pimples. Scratched
Until Blood Came, Kept Getting
Worse. Could Not Sleep Nights.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment
and the First Day They Relieved
Itching. In 3 Weeks Eczema Cured.

No 48
SATURDAY

EVENING,

7:30

TO

9:30

values.
"I miffprcd with eczema on my neck for
figurement?
The popularity of our After Supper Sales continue also the unprecedented
bout six months, beginning by little
Washington, Feb. 9. if all the post
A woman's goal Is usually love and
1
kapt scratching till the
breaking out.
Join the crowds and et
I couldn't
Sale1 No. 48 will offer values just as good as our previous Sales.
marriage. Her crowning glory is her age slumps issued by the United blood came. It kept getting worse,
more,
any
it
Bleep
nights
hair. The loss of her harr mars her States government during 'the last fis
kept Itching for about a
your share of the good things.
month, then I went to a
oeauty, happiness, and success. Yet cal year were collected and laid end
doctor and got some
over
right here in Las Vegas, there are to end they would form a chainthree-fourth-s
liquid to take. It seemed
NO
If I was going to get
miles
as
18,000
long,
stretching
thousands of women who are neglectThe Itching
better.
around
the
or
from
world,
three
about
for
an
or
to
hair
such
their
stopped
ing
Injuring
dayB, but when It started
extent that it is only a matter of time New York to the Philippines and
airaln, was even worse
6c
than before. The eczema
back. The number was 0,061, 349.768,
10c
12 l-7
when it will be utterly ruined.
Itched so badly I couldn't
a
of
more.
face
I
with
value
stand It any
representing
Many women destroy the beauty of
went to a doctor and he
Men's good handkerchiefs, hemstitched, linen
Women's fast black hose, with Spliced heel
any
their hair through thoughtlessness or $1S0,957,35.
pave me some medicine, but didn't doRem
for our After
We have Iwen liavine Cuticura
finish, full size worth 10c each,
Of the whole number, 5,130,249,018 good.
toe, full fashioned, goodlengthand nicefinish,
ignorance of certain facts. They use
edies In the house, so 1 decided to try tnem.
6c
I had been using Cuticura Soup, so I
or to excess, were two-cea pair, Special for our After
stamps and 3,798,961,039
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worth 12
Supper Sale each
off
curling irons
a box of Cuticura Ointment, and washed
One one
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which destroys the natural oil of the were one-ceSupper Sale, per pair,
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I put it on. It
Ointment on. The first day
hair, causing it to spirt, break, and was issued.
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so 1 could sleep all
relieved me of
10c
20c
Co
come out. They do not shampoo their
The American ostage stamp is now that night. It Itching
then I
toot ubout a week,
M the scab come off. I kept the
hair often enough, or too often. They serving its sixtyifith year, the first is- could
A good unbleached Turkish Towel, hemmed,
treatment up for three weeks, and my eczema
ZOO yards spool cotton of good smooth quality,
use soaps or preparations which con- sue havng been placed on sale July 1, was cured.
size 18x36 worth 20c each for our After
"My brother got his face burned with gunwhite only, in 40, 50 and 60, for our After
tain ingredients positively harmful to 1847: the total issued during that powder,
and he used Cuticura Soup and Oint12 12c
ment. The people all thought lie would have
10c
Supper Sale each,
Supper Sale, per Doz. Spools,
the scalp and hair.
year was 830,380.
Prepayment of scars, but you
can't see that he ever had his
look at
As a result of such treatment, dan postage did not become compulsory face DUrned. It was simplv awful to
before the Cuticura Remedies (Soap and OintKlizabeth
druff is created, the hair loosens, loses until 1856.
ment! cured it." (Signed) Mi
Ciehrfci, Forrest City. Ark., Oct. 18, 1910.
color, falls out, and baldness comThe istage stamps of the current
Although Cuticura Soap andandCuticura
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by druggists
mences, unless proper and prompt pre issue have given considerable trouble Ointment area sold
liberal sample "f each, with
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everywhere,
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cautions are taken in time. Then to the public and to the postal service
booklet on the skin and hair, will
on application to Potter
be
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again, microbes and certain diseases on account of the similarity of the de Dtul' --iiiem. Corp.. Deot. 171, Hoston.
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bring about unhealthy scalp and hair signs of the different denominations.
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making it necessary in formed a trade union.
Another Michigan banquet at which It will not cost the user anything..
the case of those above the
Fourteen large British shoe facto
That's a pretty sroaa statement, to use different shades of the colors
republican oratory will be on tap will
WE WANT YOUR TRADE
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n
be that of the Calhoun Lincoln club but we will back it and prove it with used in the lower denominations. Thus ries are now using
stamp.
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Why?
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at Albion. Governor Osborn will be our own money. We will return your the one-ceThe New Brunswick legislature has most cleanly and sanitary conditions.
are
and the eight-ceThe Indian has no call for the lynx, trol of his machine and
the chief figure, with Congressman J. money if you do not find that Rexall different shades of green; the three-cen- t enacted a stationary boiler inspection The Ideal Sanitary Dairy is equipped but one or two of them can attract Two men came and found him lying on
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Companion.
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mon Trash.
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in St. Louis by the Association of from the fact that I grew hair in 93
the
from
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since until the other day, when
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The Miners' Federation of Great Vegas
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Sorry,
during the last fiscal yea, an increase increased 4.1, while the male bread- Untrodden Ways." They can bring a I must dun strike or dese white folks the body which contains the lungs and
the gathering will close with a Lin- in all the events.
coln banquet at which former Senator
The colleges are well represented in of nearly three per cent ever the pre- winners Increased only 1.3.
fox right up to within twenty yards 'round yere will think I'm Jes com- heart. In case of death from chtlera
fui the lungs will often be congested and
Beveridge of Indiana is to be the the entries for the team races, Which vious year. Chicago, New fork's near
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national convention at Chicago. Re- seen in some of the events will intion of Street and Electric Railway "herd" stag will quickly answer the ful dog of the boarhound
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and advance for a short discent reports from th esouth gave clude Mel Sheppard, the
Employes of America will be increas caller, but
the "traveling" stag will dog and his master are Inseparable from the cholera itself. The heart
tance,
evidence of considerable activity on ohampdon, Alvah J. Meyer, and H. E. How to Cure a Bad Cold and End ed under the new
constitution, which come very close If the calls are prop- One lives for the other; in fact, they will often show Inflammation and
Grippe Misery in a Few
the part of Roosevelt adherents in Giseing, all wearing the colors of the
remind one of Wordsworth's "Two redness.
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sometimes more plainly after the capsule or tisever, do not appear worried over the mouth hurdler; Hal Heiland, of the St.
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It Is a positive fact that Pape's Cola can call on the Federation of Trades small white dog Is also attraotlve to the French diplomatist unconsciously
sue covering the organ is peeled off.
situation and the general opinion is Xavier A. C. of New York; and Bob
Unions for $125,000 a week for three
raises his voice. Then a low growl
The stomach is likely to show spoU
geese in the spring, and one Indian from the
that about the best that the Roose- Eller, of Georgetown University, who Compound, taken every two hours, un weeks.
dog leadsM. Cambon to mod of Inflammation on
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event.
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Chicago.
visit the kaiser on
delegation
many small glands In the region may
most severe cold, either in the head, education is sending circulars to local
Beavers, when they have been un- board his yacht at Kiel some time
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New York, Feb. 9. Several thouTt promptly relieves the most mis urging the members of the
various relation to strange sounds. They win The two friends a the port seemed condition as those in the neck.
A straw to indicate the way the
Along the intestines will likely be
sand young delegates from various erable headache, dullness head and unions to qualify for position in the come swimming out of their bouse likely to suffer a short separation, bul
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a
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wind is blowing in Oklahoma will be
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The
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firing
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aided vocational schools of Maswhat was
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dians usually call them with a hissing tween the statesman and going on be as if a drop of blood had fallen and
furnished by the state committee pointsassembled in
sachusetts.
harbor
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to
ada
this
city today
ing, sore throat, running of the nose,
noise, or one produced by munching dais, and solved the
spread out. The splotches, however,
meeting and Lincoln banquet to be aWend the second annual
difficulty, ob- will
"Unhallowed" iron that is iron the lips. Another
meeting of mucous catarrhal discharges, sore
favorite tole is a serving: 'When two brothers
not wash off.
held in Guthrie Monday. James A.
laof the Boy ness. stiffness and rheumatic twiuel'f, work manufactured by
the National Council
sound made by tapping the trousers see me I cannot do otherwise come to
The above indications are more
than
re
Harris, chairman of the state commit- Scouts of America and to meet
Pape's Cold Compound Is the result bor having been found to have been with the hand. The most successful ceive them together."
likely to be found In the acute form o!
tee, is the leader of the Taft forces General Sir
in Newfoundland killed
l,
the founder of three years' research at a cost of used in dJie building of the labor tem - l beaver-calle- r
cholera, and are associated with a
In Oklahoma and there is little doubt
rapid working action of the disease
and head of the Boy Scout movement more than fifty thousand dollars and pie at Sydney, N. S. W., the trades great numbers of beavers, In the open
that the round up at Guthrie will show The famous soldier will conclude his contains no
by making a sound that reBeyond Understanding.
and rather sudden deaths. It is the
which we have hall comittee decided to remove all season,
quinine,
A young man Just returned from col- most virulent
sembled the cutting of chips off a
that the president can count upon the New York visit with a lecture tomorform and should be
conclusively demonstrated is not ef such "black stuff" from the buldlng.
support of the Oklahoma delegation ii row night and the next day he will fective in the treatment of colds or The objectionable material will, there tree. It is said that the unfortunate lege was out cycling one day when sud- carefully guarded.
his fight for renomination.
start on a tour that will end at San grippe.
fore, be torn out
On the Democratic side, the most InTake this harmless compound as Ci
Francisco the second week, in March.
IT IS NOT STRANGE
teresting news of the week probably
rected, with the knowleage that there
will be furnished by Governor Wood-roIt is not strange that so many peois no other medicine, made anywhere
Wilson, who will make a hurelse in the world, which will cur3 ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
Vigorous Performer.
ried trip to Chicago to deliver one or
"Does your boy Josh play on the your cold or end grippe misery ;,s restaurant on Center street. The bill
two addresses on Lincoln day and to football team?"
promptly and without any other as of fare is generous and the price is
"No, replied Farmer Corntossel.
confer with some of the prominent
cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
as a
sistance or had after-effecdemocrats in the West. Also of in- "Josh wouldn't stand fur no mollycod- cent package of Pape's Cold
,
Many people wonder how It is posthat. He's the feller that
terest will be the democratic presi- dle jobthelike
which any druggist in the sible to serve such e- - cellent meals so
mob and wrecks opry housed
leads
dential primary in St.. Louis to select after the game Is over."
world can supply.
cheaply.
Washington, Feb. 9. Politics
is promised for the coming
week.
'In fact, the week will be
the busiest one that the politicians
have experienced in a long time. The
Lincoln Day celebrations will be a
cause for unusual activity on the part
of the republicans, particularly those
of oratorical ability.
President Taft will go to Newark
to .take part in the Lincoln day celebration in that city. He will be the
guest in Newark of
Franklin Murphy and will be given
an opportunuity to meet some of thj
leading republicans of New Jersey.
Springfield, 111., the home city of
Abraham Lincoln, will observe his
birthday anniversary with a banquet
under the auspices of the Lincoln
Centennial association. Senator Henry
Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts and
Representative Frank B. Willis of
Ohio are announced as the principal
speakers.
Secretary of the TYeasury
will add to the gayety of the
by making a
repulil can situation
to
the
republicans of Michigan
speci
with "What is a PresTessive?" as his
topic. The speech will ba delivered
Tuesday night at iae annual dinner
of the Zach Chandler club at Lans-
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ment of these bills were practiced HEARING FOR STRIKE LEADERS
than in connection with any others.
Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 9
J.
The batcher, ithe baker and other Kttor, leader of the cotton Joseph
strik-ers- ,
mill
dealers iri the necessities of life had
and his principal
Ara fairly effective method of securing thur Giovannitti; editor assistant,
of a New York
OF settlement
by refusing further credit socialist paper, were arraigned before
and consequently a further food
Rheumatism is caused by an excess of uric acid in the blood, which
,
Judge Chandler today for a preliminwhile the tailor with no such ary hearing on a
of being ac- gradually gets into the circulation because of indigestion, constipation, weak
charge
COAL
kidney action, and other irregularities of the 6ystem which are sometimes
means ait hand at that time got his cessories in the murder of
Anna
considered of no
pay last of all or perhajs not at all.
an Italian mill worker who was condition of the importance. This uric acid causes an inflamed and irritated
blood, and the circulation instead of nourishing the different
But now it is generally admitted that Bhot in the street riot
here two weeks portions of the body, continually deposits into the nerves,
muscles, tissues
THEY CONSUME MORE PER UNIT his place has been taken by the doctor ago. The riots and the
acid with which it is filled. Rheukilling of the and joints, the irritating,
aud even the dentist, and ithere seems Lopizzi woman followed a
can
THAN ANY OTHER PEOPLE ON
matism
only be cured by a thorough cleansing of the blood, and this is
to be little relief in sight for either. tion alleged to have been proclamaTHE FACE OF THE GLOBE
issued by just what S. S. S. does. It goes down into the circulation, and by neutralizing the uric acid and
Organization among the tailors made Kttor and his assistant
it from the blood, effectually and surely
counseling the removes the cause. S. S.driving
S. strengthens and invigorates the blood so that
New York, Feb. d. Basing their es- possible a more effective system of strikers to use violence. If held to the instead of a
weak, sour stream, causing pain and agony thoughout the syscredits and collections which 1b to be grand jury the two accused men
timates on the unusually cold
prob- tem, it becomes an
invigorating, nourishing fluid, furnishing health and
still further perfected at the meeting ably will be
to
to
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this!
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which visited
city during the here
every part of the body and relieving the suffering caused by this
next
of
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Asso
until
the opening of the April term oisease, fc. S. S. being a
National
month of January, experts now predict
vegetable blood purifier, is the surest and
safest cure for Rheumatismpurely
in any of its forms. Book on Rheumatism and
that Father Knickerbocker's' coal bi.'l ciation of Merchant Tailors of Ameri- of court.
ca. I'ulortunately
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of population. If this city's supply if
breath, dizziness!
tinue to find his bill the last to be can't sleep, are
ft
c
coal for a twelvemonth were loaded
bilious, nervo-and
paid for some ttme to come unless a upset, bothered with a
ft
in
cars they would stretch from more
sick, gasry, disgeneral realization of the sit- ordered stomach, or have
here to Salt Lake City, 2,452 mile.
ft
backache
uation is brought about
and feel all worn out.
The amount of coal consumed and dis
ft
Cut Glass Heels Latest Fashion
Are you keeping clean inside with ft
tributed within the city bounds last
ft
The very latest tiling in feminine at- Cascarets, or merely forcing a pass- ft
years was almost 19,000,000 tons. Dwelft
to
New
tire
York
reach
is
the cut ageway every few days with salts, ft
ling houses, sitores. theaters, nalb,
Some habits one should want to break and
ft
public and privae institutions consume glass heel, which, say the leading pur- cathartic pills or castor oil? This Is ft
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
smart fashions, Important.
ft
10,000,000 tons a year. Factories and veyors of
ft
Casca.ots work while you sleepgas and electric companies consume must adorn the shoes of every woman
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ft
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stomach, re
ft
habit
good
can
have.
anyone
buy at this port almost 5,000,000 tons Furthermore these heels to be really move tne sour, undigested and fer- ft
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be
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a year. That the ashes resulting from roper will
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cut
elaborate
and
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designs
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excess bile from the live:- and ft
this enormous consumption would
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
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follows
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since this would
success.
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mpossible.
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by morning a
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
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first
however,
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they
would
seem
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Don't
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children.
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this the money
forget
They love
that the popularity of the cut glass Cascarets because
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paid for petroleum, coke wood and heel
they
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doubtful.
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However, New York do good never gripe or sicken.
ft
charcoal used as fuel and the till for
lias seen the arrival, adoption and
the year conies to $103,000,000 whicn
of so many weird styles in
A CLEAN STABLE
is equal to the value of the producfeminine
dress
during the last few is an advertisement for livery service.
tion of all the gold mines of the l.'ni
some of them no more extra-agan- t Good horses and well
led states as estimated for the year years,
kept rigs are ft
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or uncomfortable than the cut what bring the business. The
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serve
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at
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well be called the coal dealers' parano means a certainty that they may day or
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not enjoy their brief and painful sea- ered
livery service, the
does not apply to the consumer.
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son of popularity. If such proves to kind that Is demanded in
every growDifficult Puzzle for Business Men
The
ladies of Las Vtgas will be uniWashdngtno, Feb. 9. The arrangebe the case, however, it will probably ing city, is best spelled In the name
The celebrated puzzle of pigs !n
versally pleased win the spring Una of ments completed for the annual banbecome necessary to carry about an of the M. L. Cooley livery,
telephone hats that Mrs. Frank Strass is now quet of the
clover was simple as compared c the
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Mrs. Straas expects to have the ear omorrow give
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o beet 1 mature, and an abrupt end to
AN EARLY SPRING
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to
in
Las
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at least equal to the chance of punc- ery Indication that an early sprng may millinery
swer from the most involved lot of ture
hundred prominent party leaders will
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be
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remind
expected.
They
issues with which they havo been conBltena tne runcmon.
resident Tuft
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Unique Bank! Account
ple that Potter's ice cream and sodas
w111 08 Present
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will
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money
druggist
While as a general thing banks do are delicious. The Potter confectionbusiness apparently Is slitting back
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ery
the closing
always
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waiting for that answer. Ik &4 past,
rase of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Charles W. Fairbanks of Indiana.
account, particularly an old one tain dainties. On Douglas avenue,
it las gene:;illy been the case,
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. Rue Governor Hadley of Missouri, Governor
to locr', analysis, that m 'A a con- against which no checks have ever nexit the Photoplay.
Goldaborough of Maryland, John Hays
dition has Ken dependent on one main been drawn, there was a unanimous
Hammond of Massachusetts, Job Hed
of relief and a general feeling ol
TEACHERS MEET AT OSHKOSH
CHRISTIAN
ENDEAVORERS
MEET ges of New York;, D. D. Woodmansei-oissue, such as supreme court decisions sigh
inSalem. Ore., Feb. 9. Full of en
Oshkosh, Wis., Feb. 9. Scores of
or a presidential election. The pros thankfulness at a nearby savings
Ohio and J. Hampton Moore of
acteachers are here attending the twenty-f- thusiasm for a successful meeting,
ent situation, however, is infinite; stitution in New Jersey when an
Pennsylvania.
annual meeting of the North- several hundred members of the Somore complicated. The complicated count of just this sort which had its irst
40 years ago was withdrawn east Wisconsin Teachers' association.
beginning
ciety of Christian Endeavor gathered
itpolitical conventions, the election
last week. The officers had cause for Every city and town in the territory here today for the annual convention
OUCHI GOOD GRACIOUS!
self, the tariff, the currency question,
1872 this covered by the association is repre- of their state
for
since
however,
rejoicing,
These
are exclamations used evt r.
organization.
Leading
the proposals of the positoffice depart
an
sented, and it is said to be the larg- features of the program at the open- day by people who suffer from corns.
ment to take over the telegraph lines, account has been
source of trouble. It amounted exact- est convention ever held by the asso ing session this afternoon were ad- Their suffering is not
necessary. K
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make it the nest egg of fortune. He last two days. A number of educators vy T. Pennington, president of the cents, they could be rid of the corns
all
these contribute to a
candidate;
never made another deposit and the of wide prominence are on the
Pacific college. The convention will in no time. It cures without pain.
situation wheh has business hesitatmatter soon slipped his mind until reover Saturday and Sunday.
For sale by O. G. Schaefer.
continue
ing and guessing. To a certain extent called
by a boyhood friend a
the proposals of the postmaster genBut in the 40 years the
ago.
eral may be eliminated since it is not
dime has been placed to the depositbelieved that his recommendations
ors' account it has figured in many
concerning the taking over of the tele balance sheets, and its worth has
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the present. The discovery put for the ink
paper and time given it by
ward on good authority that the sur clerks
who had to keep track of it.
plus claimed for his department is In all trial balances that stubborn
simply the result of an antiquated sys- dime had to be reckoned and its
tem of bookkeeping, under which many
withdrawal Is allowed in Jersey savexpenses which should be charged
ings banks on sums legs than one
against the department are not in- dollar, the solitary coin in forty years
cluded, together with the complaint in the bank did not increase.
of the railroads that his plan for a
new system of railway mail pay would
"HEALTH DAY" CELEBRATION
if applied to all their business mean
Concord, N. H., Feb. d. Pursuant
bankruptcy, have brought about how- to a proclamation issued by Governor
ever a sort of wheel wirthin a wheel I?ass
today was set aside for the obsituation. Probably the greatest fac- servance of "Health Day" throughout
tor in the situation, so far as public New
Hampshire. The observance is
interest is concerned at any rate, is believed to be the first of its knd to NT
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the question as to Roosevelt's candi- be held in
any part of the country.
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public
suspicion and
always
serted that he will run and so fre were
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less
more
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quently denied, that a harrassed politi-ca- preventable
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particularly
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medium is
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speakers told of the yearly cost
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the station and the nation. The
electric
Doctors Paid Last
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state grange, the local boards of
The recent discussion here of the health, t women's clubs and other ormade from
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little more
operated n the observance of the day.
may cost
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ATTENTION
higher cost of living, has given rise
ELKS
to an interesting inquiry to discover
Have you had your photograph
economical.
is
much;
if possible what bills are the last to made for the new lodge rom? WaterMade only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
be paid by the average citizen. A de- man is making sittings and the piccade ago when the joke about the tures are proving as good or a little
tailor's bill was at Its height, it was better than the quality usually turned
pretty generally admitted that the col- out by that high class photographer.
lections of the clothes makers held Better arrange for a sitting today
the record for slowness, and that more Better arrange for a sitting today.
ways of procrastination In the settle Waterman, the Plaza.
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in millinery have never been

FURS well

received, as during the
winter. It seems that
the vogue for gold and silver
laces and nets, and their introduction
with cloth of gold and silver into
gowns, has made fur the best of all
nmsning touches and milliners have
used this beautiful combination In
many rich and becoming hats.
All furs have been used, but skunk,
marten and fox are great favorites
for trimming. They are used in bands
and borders rather than in entire hats.
The shorts furs like sealskin, beaver,
ermine and broadtail, make up entire
hats, and mink is a favorite used In
either way.
One of the handsomest hats is a
sealskin over a small
foundation. Its only trimming Is a
prim little craVat bow and endB of
ermine poised at the front. A hat of
gold satin in the French sailor shape
is trimmed into two rows of gold lace
the "tarnished brass" color describThe lace
ing the color accurately.
was edged with narrow border of sable and a paradise feather like the sable fur In color, but shaping to gold,
furnished the trimming.
Black velvet shape trimmed with the
heavy laces in white are handsome
with skunk borders or bands. Soft
caps of gold net lined with silk to
match are finished with a broad band
of marten about the face. Fancy os- d

trich or paradise feathers make the
best trimming for these caps of velvet, with pointed crowns, and brims
of
are finished with a
band of marten and loops of the gold
lace that is fulled about the face. Most
of these combinations are equally
good with silver lace and with it a
greater variety in color of velvet may
be used.
These rich hats, are particularly
good from one standpoint. They may
be worn with almost any gown or costume. Although the initial expense of
a good fur hat is considerable the fur
lasts for many seasons, in fact almost
indefinitely and may be used again
and again.
In millinery many cheap furs are
used that are about as effective aa
more costly ones, but have not th
same durability. They are called by
the names of sealskins which they are
made to Imitate, and answer the purpose for one or two seasons, very well.
Marten and skunk are very desirable
and fox also will stand the sort ol
wear it gets in millinery very well.
Just now there is a fad for hat mufl
and neckpiece made of velvet or satin
and bordered with fur. The pieces
match, and many an old set of furs
is being cut up the good parts pieced
into bands and used to decorate such
sets. Sometimes a bag is included in
the pretty outfit. Altogether the re
suit is very pleasing.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
cloth-of-gol-

s
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COAT OF REVERSIBLE

CLOTH frills and mounted one above the
other.
f
Materials required: Four and
yards 46 inches wide, one-hayard black satin 20 inches wide, three
buttons.
one-hal-

lf

few-day- s

MAKEUP

OF

THE

COIFFURE

Original Effects Sought After by the
Smartest Women Who Set the
Fashions of Paris.
This year there is little absolute
novelty In the matter of hair arrangement to chronicle, yet the
changes, though subtle, are none the
less potent a frequent experience as
is demonstrated when one puts on
an old hat, carefully cherished, even
when no distinct change in fashion
has taken place.
The most Important aspect of the
coiffure nowadays Is the silhouette it
produces, a fact in union with the
whole spirit of dress. And this is
the first point to be carefully noticed and attained. A low, full outline is the one most generally sought
after, and attained quite easily by the
aid of many clever frames and adA
provided.
decidedly
justments
Eastern effect is one of the most noticeable features in the new dressings which should not be overlooked
by the woman who would be in the
van of fashion. In the evening this
has its opportunity, and Paris already speaks authoritatively of "La
Grand Mogul."
Then in the arrangement of the
long hair a decided vogue may be
prophesied for wide, soft plaits and
twists, frequently made of
hair, which breaks the formality and
throws other lines into those employed by the treatment of plaiting
or (wilting. A chic arrangement
takB the form virtually of a chignon for want of a better word
covered with a very wide, soft plait
of ".raved hair, the effect being of
broken lines intertwined, which give
different shades and pretty lights,
while It Is not till close examination
that the plait Itself is distinguished.
well-wave- d

Thick woolly cloth, gray on the outside and plaid on the inside, is used
here. The large collar is of plaid, with,
a smaller one In satin outside; the
two.
cuffs are also composed of the
Thre

button,

with

loops, form fastening

corresponding
the col-

below

lar
cut
Hat of felt, trimmed with silk,
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Convention

Call

the State

of

VCGA

OPTO. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

DAH

for Curry

New Mexlc

-

14

Dona Ana
Eddy

5

11
"Pursuant to the requirements of Grant
11
the call mate by the republican na Guadalupe
3
tional committee on Decembei 12, Lincoln
4
1911, for a republican national con- Luna
6
vention to be Held In the city of Chi- McKlnley
U
cago In the state of Illinois, at 12 Mora
6
o'clock non on Tuesday, June 18, Otero
1912, for the purpose of nominating Quay
20
Rio Arriba
candidates for president and
to be voted for at the presi- Roosevelt
v
dential election on Tuesday, Novem- Sandoval
5
ber, 5, 1912, aad for the transaction San Juan
30
of such other business as may come San Miguel
M
before. It the republican central com-- Santa "e
6
mittee of the state of New Mexico as-- Sierra
22
sembled at Santa Pe on this 25th day Socorro
H
of January, 1912, hereby calls for the Taos
1
holding of a .contention of the re- Torrance
14
publican party of the state of New Union
Mexico, to be held Id the city of Santa Valencia
Fe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
305
Total
on Friday, tfle eighth day of March,
A. D., 1912 for the purpose of selectAll notices of contest shall be subing eight delegates and eight alter- mitted in writing, setting forth the
nates to represent the republican par- grounds of contest, which must be
state of New Mexloo In the filed with the secretary of the state
ty
said national convention called to be central committee at least three days
hied at Chicago on the 18th day of before the meeting of the state con
ventlon.
June, 1912.
All county conventions must be held
The republican central committees
state
of
later than the 4th day of March,
not
the
of the various counties
are by this committee requested and 1912.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
directed to issue a call for the holdChalrm..n.
of
re
the
of
convention
a
county
ing
publican party in the respective coun- HERBERT W. CLARK,
Secretary.
ties upon such notice and date as they
may deem expedient for the purpose of
electing delegates to the state conven-- CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
CONVENTION.
tion to be held on the 8th day of!
A
of the republicans of
convention
which
and
as
1912,
aforesaid,
March,
the basis of representation shall be San Miguel county state of New
one delegate for each one hundred Mexico, is hereby called to be held
votes or more, cast for the republican the fourth day of March, 1912, in orvoes or more, cast for the republican der to select 30 delegates to the repubcandidate for governor of the state lican state convention, to be held In
of New Mexico at the late election the city of Santa Fe, N. M., on th.?
held on the 7th day of November, eighth day of March A. D. 3912, for
1911, and one delegate at larre from the purpose of selecting eight deleeach county In addition upon which gates and eight altenpates to reprebasis the representation in the state sent the republican party of the state
convention of the republican party of of New Mexico in the National repubthe state of New Mexico to be held lican convention to be held in the city
on March 8, 1912, from the several of Chicago, state of Illinois, on the
counties of the state shall be as fol- eighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912,
for the purpose of nominating candilows:
19 dates for president and vice president
Bernalillo
7 to be voted for at the presidential
Chave
17 election on Tuesday, November 5,
Colfax
j

1

9, 1912.

1912, and for the transaction of such
other business aa may properly come

before It
The various precincts of San Miguel county are entitled to the following number of delegates from their
respective precincts:
Precinct.
legates

No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Xo.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

San Miguel
La Cuesta
Las Vegas, south

1

2
3

S

4
4

Tecolote
Vegas, North
Las Vegas, Central
San Antonio
Las Vegas, upper

4
5
6
7
8

Pecos

9
10

Chaperlto
San Geronlmo

11

.

Rowe

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Rociada
Sapello
Manuelrtas

24

2
4
2

. . . :

Pena Blanca

2

Los Alamos
San Pablo

2
2

Chavez
East La8 Vegas
Canyon de Menuelitas
Puertecito
El Pueblo
Los Vinges
San Isidro
Las Gallinas
Penasco Blanco
El Cerrito
Los Torres
Tecolotito
Bernal
Canyon I.argo
Romeroville
Los Fuertes ...
Ojitos Frios
Cherryvale
Emplazado
Hot Springs
.
Trementina
Agua Zarca
Guadalupe
San Ignacio
Las Colonias
Encinosa

3C

37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

--

2

11
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

.
2
2

2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
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Gross, Kelly (& Co.

FORM A BROTHERHOOD

Distributors
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32
33
34
35

it's

WILL UNITE IN AN ORGANIZATION
2
EXPECTED TO BE ALMOST

Sabinoso

answer to
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everv Baking Problem,
er

l

26
27
28
29
30
31

--

2

3

D

nressiFLoyR:

ROMERO.

SECUNDINO

2
2 F. O. BLOOD,
3
Secretary.
'i
3
2
2 RAILKOAD

McKlnley
San Jua-Casa Coloraw
San Jose
La ijendre

precinct from which the delegates
have been chosen. The rarious precincts will hold therr primaries as
but not later
soon as convenient,
that the second day of March. 1912.
The secretaries of the various primaries are requested Ho notify the
chairman of this committee of the
date of their meeting and the names
of the delegates chosen, immediately
after holding their primaries.

9

2
2

Mishawaka

22
23

rFRMAN-MILLE-

Z

Union
San Patricio

21

4
7

Proxies will not bo recognised? un
lees held by residents of tha same'

Ask Your Grocer for It

INVINCIBLE.
Chicago, Feb. 9. Labor leaders are
secretly perfecting the formation of a
territorial organization of railroad
shop employes that will include every
road operating west or the Mississippi
river, according to tne Record Herald
today.
A meeting to place the finishing
touches on the organization will be
held in Kansas City March 4. As
soon as the organization Is launched
demands are to be made for a general advance in wages on every hand.
It is the aim to unite all the mechanical trades on one railroad, so
that concerted action may be taken
when wage demands are made. Demands will be made on ai! railroads
in the same territr at the same
time, that all railroads will be involved simultaneously if a strike is
called.
Labor leaders say they discovered
the weakness of their former plans
during the recent disputes with the
Harriman lines and Illinois Central
and that the next t'me they strike
it will be on a broader scale. The
new organization, if consummated on
the line as planned, will embrace
more than 100,000 men.

FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050
j

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Machine Shop
Wm. Whalen, Prop1

Phone Main 344.
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Our SemiAnnual Shirt Sale
OUR

SEMI-ANNU-

SHIRT SALE COMMENCES

AL

SATURDAY

FED.

10-CCOS-

SATURDAY

ES

FEB. 17

ONE WEEK OML Y
To those, who

have bought shirts from us during our

and have always been unquestionable.

Semi-Annu-

For the benefit of those who have not taken advantage of former shirt sales, we quote the following
prices and ask an inspection of the goods.
TRADE

Manhattan Shirts
ESPECIALLY PRIDED
M Tf

jjlliiu

Coat Style Manhattan Shirts all
sizes, assorted patterns, only
Style, every one guaranteed
perfect, all size, only

fill
9L.UU

2 .rCi)

let

fijl

Style a very
Value, only

Better made Shirt it is Shirt
perfection itself

ii1

I

inI"'

MA RK

SHIRTS
KNOWN

AS THE BEST

- THE BEST KNOWN

I.UU

0

1(1

Excellent $1.50 & $1.75
SHIRTS

Pant Bargains

All Wool Trousers
$3.00 All Wool Trousers
$6.00 All Wool Trousers
$4.00

$2.98
$3.78
$4.39

This standard priced shirt is easily
best seler on the market each

$1.00 the

flP

$1.25 $1.50 & $1.75

O

Kfl
.UU

SHIRTS

Soft & Stiff Bosoms

each

Very Special at

One If It Fades

THE

"

Lot No. 1 Consists of Pure White Shirts,

11.00

Mens9 Odd

Shirts, attached Cuffs, fast
CQp
color a complete run of sizes"

75 &

I OK

All Sizes,

A New

Elgin and Ferguson McKinney
Made Shirts

-

IJM.IU

A Splendid Asssortement 1
Cfl
9
of
VjL.lIU all the new colors, only I.U:J

Shirts Value, Coat
3 fin
UU
fine

tin
3 wU

I

j?

No

Sales before, it is necessary only to anounce the date because the values are

al

$1.00

STORE OF

UAIITY"

CHARACH
E.LasVecas.

Mens' Odd Pant Bargains
$2.30
$2.73

Worsted Trousers
Worsted Trousers

N.M

$1.87

rsted Trousers

$1.99

All Wool Trousers

$2.49

$3.00 W,
$3.30

$1.79

LAS VECAS

The PrescflptloBlst

PERSONALS

WINTERS

DRUG

J

Durrin of Solano arrived last
night from his home on uuslness.
Trainmaster E. Dowllng was in Al
buquerque yesterday n railroad business.
Colonel M. M. Padgett returned last
night from a business trip to Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
R. Lopes, of Roy, a member of the
first state legislature of New Mexico
is In Las Vegas on business.
Santa Fe Superintendent
F. L.
Myers returned this arternoon from
Albuquerque on train No. 1U.
J. A. Grannies of Raton arrived last
night from the Qate City ana was in
Las Vegas today on '.ustness.
William Harper returned last nighi
from a short trip to the southern
part of the state on mining business.
E. Lucero of Albuquerque, who wae
in Las Vegas several days visiting
friends, left last nisht for the Duke

CO.

fhoue Main b

1
NEW DRESS GINGHAMS
in plaids, checks and stripes

27 inches

wide,

warranted

fast color at

OPTIC, FRIDAY,

Baking Helps

D. S.

The man who does the
weighing, tfcp measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Out responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

DAILY

City.
P. J. Moran,
po?ron1ce
inspector
with headquarters in Albuquerque,
in Iab Vegas last nigjit on
imsiDess.
Miss Edith Flais, a ciern In Bacha-rac-

d
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Learn to Regulate the Heat of
Your Oven

LEAGUE TO PLAY

By Mrs. Janet McKenxie Hill, Editor 0
the Boston Cooking School Magazine

TOMORROW
There is just one way to make
your cakes rise high and keep an
even surface. Have your oven
MEN WILL TACKLE
moderate at first, until the cake is BUSINESS
AND
AND
NORMAL
SENIORS
then
increase
the
fully rizen;
heat,
HIGHS WILL CLASH
so as to brown it over quickly.
Extreme heat stiffens the dough.
If you stiffen the outside of the
The big doubleheader basketball
cake before the rising is complete, contest of the season in the city
you stop the rising process. Then league will be played tomorrow eventhe leavening gas, forming inside, ing in the Y. ,.M C. A. gymnasium, at
will buige up the center, where which time t,he High School and the
the dough is still soft, and spoil Senior class team of the Y. M. C. A.
the shape of the cake.
will contest and the Normal Univer3a
Note Biscuits or other pastrk-- sity and the Business Men are sched,

s

made from stiff dough, that are cut into
shapes for the oven, lake in a hot oven.
This is because the cut surfaces of the
dough do not sear over, but rather
leave the pores open, allowing the
leavening gas to escape and the heat to
Small ovens cool
penetrate readily.
quickly; therefore they should be made
several degTees hotter than a larger
oven, and the less the door is opened
the better.
Do not attempt to lake
bread and pastry together. Bread requires prolonged, moderate baking
pastry the reverse.

Brothers' store, left last night
Have a stronsr underheat for bakinir
tor Albuquerque where she will spend powder
preparations, especially pastry.
several days visiting friends.
These
are only a few oi the manv
F. B. SiegliU, representing Appel
found in the K C Cook's
baking
helps
left
last night on a trip to Book a
Brothers,
of which may be secured
copy
Albuquerque and other points in the by
sending the colored certificate taken
southern part of
state. Mr.
from a
can of K C Baking Powhas been in Las Vegas several der to the
Mfc. Co , Chicago.
Jaquks
weeks.
nt

Secretary o State Antonio Lucero
arrived this afternoon from Sania
Best grade '36 inclie precale, Fe to attend the reception tui3 even- MITCHELL MAKES A
ing in honor of Governor aud Mrs.
cambric finish, light and dark William C. McDonald.
Judge Clarence J. Koberts, chief
DRAMATIC SPEECH
colors, and side bands, regu-la- r justice of the supreme court of New
Mexico, came in thfs arternoon from
15c value at
Santa Fe and will attend the govern- TELLS JUDGE IN CONTEMPT PROor's reception this evening.
CEEDINGS THAT COURTS HAD
Alfonzo Romero of Mora came in
MISTREATED
HIM.
1-- 2c
yesterday from his home to attend
the reception to Governor aud Mrs
Washington, Feb. 9 John Alitchen s
William C. McDonald at the Commercial club and opera nouse this even- trial for contempt of court, in which
he was involved with Samuel Gom- ing.
pers and Frank Morrison, officials ol.
the American Federation of Labor,
HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
in connection with the Buck Stove
Kansas City, Feb. 9. Cattle, re- and Range boycott case, took on a
PHONE MAIN 104
ceipts 1,000, including 100 southerns. dramatic touch at the hearing today.
Market steady. Native steers fS.SOfi
Mr. Mitchell had seemed to be crlti-min8.50; southern steers $5 (6.50; southJustice Wright before whom
ern cows and heifers $.1.255.25; he is on trial, and the justice had
native cows and heifers
to appear before this
$36.50;
stockers and feeders $4.25(3)6.75:
"Let me explain ?ifs," said Mr.
bulls $47.50; western steers $5iff Mitchell. "I have much in my herm
7.50; western cows $3,251(5.50.
which I never have said, which has,
Hogs, receipts 6,000. Market strong perhaps, no place in tnese proceedBulk of sales $66.30; heavy $6.25(?i ings. At the time I was summoned to
6.35; packers and butchers $6.10' Wahhigto into appear befort this
6.35; lights 5.756 16; pigs $4.50
court for judgment I raced a long term
5.
in prison. It was on the day before
Market Christmas eve. I was living in New
2,000.
receipts
Sheep,
strong. Muttons $3.254.75; lambs York. I had not seen my family and
WHY
$5.25i6.40; fed wethers and year- children, who were m Illinois, for
lings $3.755.50; fed ewes $2.7.j1. two months. I had bought and packed
in my grip, toys ami gjltts for my
children. I asked that the decision
They are made from
be postponed. It was not. 1 was
spun
brought here and sentenced.
Wunderyarn
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
"I had merely done what I believed
manufacturthe
by
was
my right under tne government
US2l2-Wunderyarn
ers of
So
my father had fougM to uphold.
is a
I appeared and was sentenced
No
when
9.
Senate:
Feb.
Washington,
and discussed it aerward I could
thread as soft and
in session. Meets Monday 8 p. m.
steno-recornot
attempt to and did not disguise
tested
as
but
committee
as
Lorimer
silk,
pliable
to
my feelings at being sentenced on the
grapher Sheridan's ability
outstrong and stout as
day before Christmas and 1 felt
conversations.
faraway
same
piano-wir- e.
the
not
I
receive
did
told
that
raged
Steel products manufacturers
would have been
gives
finance cominittee proposed new steel consideration that
their given the worst offender in the land. "
w1,1 u.mid
affect
neriouslv
the
lai
Mr. Mitchell," said Justice Wright,
business.
tired feet demand.
ad "you have shown some bitterness to
Expositions committee ordered
verse report on resolution asking ward the court for tue manner in
What
nations to participate which vou were sentenced.
that
for
have
reason
believing
you
E. KOSENWALD & SON. in San Diego exposition.
a
for
of
court
knew
request
your
the
noon.
at
Met
House:
steel
corpora postponement?"
Homestead, Penna.,
"I wrote to the president of the
A WOMAN TESTIFIES
tion plant conditions related to Stan9.
Miss
Federation of Labor and
Feb.
Margaret
American
Washinaton.
lev committee.
testified
Mr. Mitchell. "I sup
before
today
testified
of
asked
Pittsburgh
replied
it,"
B.
Cortelyou
Byington
George
e
beforo the Stanley investigating com-in- postoffice expenditures committee in posed that my request had been conconditions at the Lewis fraud order case.
veyed to the court.'
"No request was conveyed to the
Homestead plant of the United States
Democrats will caucus next week
once
which
ways
Miss
bill
Byington
tariff
court,"
Steel corporation.
replied the justice. "It came
on chemical
wrote a book on that subject. This and means committee will report be- as a demand. There was an atmosis the first woman to appear before fore sugar tariff bill.
phere of antagonism about it. It was
the committee.
Democratic Jmembers of .banking a demand from the vice president of
Chairman Stanley assured Alttorney committee began plans for proposed the American Federation of Labor for
a postponement).
(1 did not think
Reed for the steel corporation that "money trusV" Investigation.
he had any more rtgnt to demand
he believed the company treated its
pensions bill considered.
Private
'
laborers as iiberally.,as any otter simIn army appropriation bill debate tlMfn any other man."
Inand
concern
perhaps
B.
advocated
Alton
Parker, for Mr.
ilar employing
Attorney
Representative Mann
better than sonic. H snid hn regard- creased approprlaUons for aeroplanes. Mitchell, suggested that there had
ed the conditions at the Colorado Efforts to increase aeroplane appro- been a mistake and asked who preIron and juel company's plant at priation from $75,000 to $125,000 were sented the demand, justice Wright
Pueblo, as the worst of all.
explained that a Washington lawyer
defeated.
had approached him in chambers.
"We have nothing to do wtth that,"
"I have been under the Impression
said Mr. Reed.
that
my request was conveyed to the
THEATRICAL MAN DEAD
court
and was denieo. ir l nave
Well- Fed Brains
New York, Feb. 9. Theodore "Ted"
in that I would not do the
been
wrong
and
Marks, one of the best known figures
and 1 regret tnat
an
court
injustice,
toin the theatrical world, died here
Body
I have made it appear so," said Mr.
Healthy
weeks' illness. His
day after a several
Mitchell.
Can Do Things
T. F. Block, who came
brother-in-laMarks
here from Texas, was with
Grape-Nut- s
when he died.
COULON IN THE SOUTH.
New
Orleans, La., Feb. 9. Johnny
T
m. Kurn, general superintendent
FOOD
champion ot
Coulon, bantamweight
passe.
u.rislon,
of the Western grW
uere
from Los
arrived
has
the
world,
'
builds Both
,h,ough Lai
tor
and
training
began
today
No.
Angeles
I'
mm
his private car on
Reason"
"There's
on
20
round
his
headFebruary 18
tight
route from Albuquerque to bis
of
Burns
Frankie
City.
with
Jersey
quarters in La Junta.

uled to meet. The High School and
the Seniors will play the first game
of the evening, which will start at 8

o'clock.

The doubleheader contest is to be
fayed because the games between
Ims Vegas and visiting teams disarranged the league schedule. The first
leasee game of the season was played
loLween the Business Men and the
High School and the students came
off the winners. Accordingly the Busi
ness men will meet the Normal and
the High School the Seniors to get a
line on their relative strength. The
winners of these two games will play
for the first place or championship
of the city at a later date.
All of the teams in the contests for
tomorrow evening have been practicing faithfully for these game and
they should be fast, as any games
ever played iu the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium.
The price of admission to
the double header is only 25 cents.
Tickets can be obtained from the secretary's desk of the association. The
line up of the four teams will be an
nounced tomorrow.

g

Latin-America- n

-

a
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W. S. Bland, engine dispatcher, who
has been off duty several days on
account of sickness, was again on
the job today.

Sleep 'till waking time comes.
ALARM CLOCKS

Engineer Benfer and Fireman C.
Knight piloted engine No. 1656 pulling
the officials' special into Las Vegas
Wednesday evening. The same engine took the special out Thursday
morning with Engineer J. B. Reed at
the throttle and Fireman T. Hayes
heaving coal.

FOR EVERYBOOY

.90

Sunrise

$1.60

Spasmodic,

$1.35

Sunbeam,

Junior Tattoo,

LAS VEGAS

MFXICO

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

Conductor A. West reported for duly
yesterday after a rest of several

Surplus
$50,000.00

J. fl. CUNNINQHAM,
rKAINK SHKINQEK,

President

CS

O T. MOSK1NS,

Fireman Stevens of engine No. 1647,
after a short layoff, resumed duty
yesterday.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Conductor W. J. Fugate, who has
been laying off several days, reported
for duty

Las Vegas Savin

yesterday

n

Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

Fireman J. L. Crawford of engine
No. 1601 is reported to be ill and is
laying off for several days.

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hpskins

Firemen Louis A. Welch and A. E.
Clay are both off duty for several
days on account of sickness.

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest P&id on Deposits

Engine No. 1361 came in from Lamy
yesterday and has been placed in the
round house shops for general repairs
-

MMMMMBBtti

is

Engineer Archibald of engine No
is off duty for several trips. Engineer Alexander is taking his turn
on the 1315 during Archibald's lay
1315

off.

Engineer A. Langsten, who has been
off duty on account of the death of
Mrs. Emily Pierce
his mother-in-law- ,
who died several days ago in CIovIb,

WHY

reported for duty again yesterday.
Enfeine No. 1399, one of the big Mal
let locomotiives for extra heavy
freight service, which has been running out of Las Vegas to Albuquerque,
has been placed in se AiDuquerque
shops for repairs.

Engineer Levins of engine No. 1321
is laying off for a short time. Engineer Stewart is filling the vacancy
on the 1321 pulling the fast passenger
trains between Las Vegas and Albuquerque.
M. J. Drury, mecnanlcal superin
tendent of this division, has returned
to New Mexico from San Bernardino,
where he had been to attend the fu
neral of W. J. Buck, Santa Fe superintendent of motive power. He came
in from the south Wednesday night.

For the past month or more the
'
freight business as well as the passenger business has been unusual v
heavy through Las Vegjas, and during
the past week an extra switch engine
has been in the yards. Most of the
heavy freight trains are from the north
and are coal trains on route to southern points on the Santa Fe. For several days the yards have been filled
to their limit, through trains are being sent south as fast as possible.

Cuhlw.

LAS VEXAS

days.

Conductor Charles H. Stevenson is
off duty for a short time. Conductor
Kroner is taking Mr. Stevenson's run
during his lay off.

.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT,

OF THE
SHOPS AND YARDS.

Round House Foreman D. W. Baugh-mais reported to be ill and is laying off for several days.

$2.70

F. C. Fox, general manager of the
Western grand division, of Amanllo;
J. M. Kurn, general superintendent of
the Western lines; W. B. Storey, Jr.,
vice president of the Santa Fe, and
OPTICIAN
AND
JEWELER
Arthur G. Wells, general manager of
the coast lines, were In Las Vegas
NEW
Wednesday evening and Thursday
morning on a trip of inspection. Mr.
Fox, Mr. Story and
Kurn, accompanied by F. L. Myers, Santa Fe superintendent, came In from a trip over
the northern lines of the division
Wednesday evening and were joined
later by Mr. Wells, who arrived on
his private car on train No. 9. M. J.
Drury, division mechanical superintendent, who has been in San BerI!
nardino, attending the funeral of W.
ii
WANT COLUMNS
J. Buck, superintendent JT motive
power, joined the erata Fe officials
here and continued with them on their
trip south. The officials were trav-- i
ellng on a special fraln made up of
their priv; ;e cars. Mr. Myers accompanied them out of Las Vegas to Al
buquerque. The oflraais visited the
shop, and yards on a trln of eeneral
91500
lent location; easily worth $2,000
Inspection.' In the Duke City the officials held an executive meetuia-PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIMIf
Better hurry If you want to take
where they were joined by I. L. Hib- - will buy a good two story frame advantage of this bargain.
bard, general superintendent of the house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot,
investment and Agency Corporav
coast lines.
sidewalks In on both streets, excel tion, Phone Main 40.

$100,000.00
GOSSIP

$1.75

Eight Day,

Capital Paid in

12

Wunderyarn
comfort that

9, 1912.

CITY BASKETBALL

Sie-glit- z

j-- 2c

FEBRUARY

IT PAYS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, no
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if, he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only af protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

I

I

LAS VEQA8

PUT WHAT WAS THE ANSWER?
Instance of the Remarkable Encyclopaedic Knowledge of Dr. Tal-cott

William.

It has been said that no pretension
Is more dangerous than to lay claim
to encyclopaedic knowledge; it only

needs the casual question of a
to knock you from your pedestal. But occasionally there develops
a man reasonably well fitted to be set
upon such, an Intellectual elevation,
and such a one Is Dr. Talcott Williams, journalist and publicist, of Philadelphia. He seems to know alt about
most things, and pretty nearly all of
some things besides, and within the
month the Quaker City has heard another Instance of his practical infallibility, "right off the hat."
During an evening conversation at
the home of a suburban hostess the
talk, upon art, centered on Michael
Angelo. Then passing reference was
made to the great master's broken
Dose and some had never known his
nose was broken, while none of the
few who had acquired that fact could
recall how the accident occurred. The
daughter of the house started for the
library to look up the matter, but
some one said:
"Call up Dr. Williams; he'll know,
and I've an Idea It sort o' pleases him
to help the world along that way."
So the 'phone book was turned to
Instead of Vassari's "Lives, " and
when the sought-fo- r
"party" was on
the wire and the question put to him,
the answer was delightfully instant
Then the apology was sent in with,
the thanks, and Dr. Williams replied:
"I'm only too glad to have been of
any help and, believe me, I've often
leen called up on matters of far less
Importance than Michael Angelo'a
nose." W. J. P.

qnamtance with, dim that I found mm
this mood. But I never shall forget it his tall, gaunt figure on the
swaying deck, and the strength and
melody that seemed so suddenly to
have been born Into his voice. It was
a note that I cannot remember evei
hearing again. James Barnes, In Collier's Weekly.
In

DAILY

FEBRUARY

t,

1912.

How Cold Affects the Kidneys
Estray Advertisement
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
Notice is hereby given to whom it
are sensitive. Cold congests the kidconcern that the following
neys, throws too much much work may
estray animal was taken up by
upon them, and weakens their action.
Serious kidney trouble and even Lucy Haley, Orogrande, N. M., Jan.
Blight's disease may result Strength- 29, 1912.
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain
To-wOne white horse, 13 years
and soreness, build them up by the
timely use of Foley's Kidney Pills. old, 700 lbs., 11 hands.
Tonic in action, quick in results. O.
Branded
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
On left shoulder
S5 cents or two and one-hal- f
for $1.

THE

&e Optic

SOCIETY AND

WANT

Branded
On

it
de-

left hip

Ear mark

CHAPMAN

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

scribed estray animal was taken up by
Frank Davis, Stanley, N. M., January
7, 1912.
To-wi- t:

d

To-wi- t:

Jt:

Wanted

red-whi- te

LOOOE

NO. 2, A. F.

.

For Sale

To-w-

To-wit-

t,.

To-wi- t:

B.

P. o. ELKS Merits second
fourth Tuesday evening of
Visittia
month at O. R. C. ball.
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

comM. Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in sack
month, visiting brothers cordially Invited.
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Secretary.
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pionest
LAS V EGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
building. Visiting members are cor
xx KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
invited. W. R Tipton, O. BL,
diallv
Tues-Imnconclave second
Mack--1- ,
F. S.
E.
P.
Ma
at
day in each month
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, 8. 0.1 Chas. Tamme, Re
Meet in Che forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
halL on the second and fourth Fri
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
MASONS Regular convoca
ARCH
Consul; G. Laemmie, Clerk. Vtatttion first Monday in each
ing neighbors are especially welmonth at Masonic Temcome and cordially Invited.
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
A.
P.
H.
P.;
Williams,
DENTISTS.
Brinegar, Secretary.
Reg-Slui-

OR. E. L. HAMMOND

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

RAN8FORD

for Rent

To-wi- t:

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

A,

COLUMN

To-wi- t:

y

GOODS

BEST

CAFE

AND REGULAR DINNIR

IHOH1 ORDER

THE

Saiil animal being unknown to this
ADVER
Hoard,unless claimed by owner on or ATEO FOR CLASSIFIED
Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
before
TI8EMENT8
One bay mare, 10 years
Flv cents per line each insertion
days after last appearance of this adold.
will be sold
said
stlmat
six
vertisement,
words to a
estray
Branded
MH by this Board for the benefit of the Ins. No ad to ordinary
occupy less space than
On left hip
owner when found.
AH advertisement
two lines.
charg-Said animal being unknown to this
"CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
will be booked st space actually
unless
claimed by owner on or
Board,
ist, without regard to number of
Albuquerque, N. M.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. vord
Cash In sdvsnce
preferred.
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
rying Into it Youth's Companion.
Estray Advertisement
by this Board for the benefit of the
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
owner when found.
Just Dying to Do It.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD.
may concern that the following de
Servant No, the lcar is not in just
scribeu estray animal was taken up by
now. Is there any message?
Albuquerque, N. M.
Old Woman (cheerfully) Well, teli 1st pub. Feb. 6, last
pub. 16, 1912. Rufus Wamel, Animas, X M., Jan. 18,
him that Martha Higgins would like
1912.
he burled at two o'ciock tomorrow
Advertisement
One red cow, 10 months
Estray
tsrnoonl London Opinion.
Notice 13 hereby given to whom It old, 300 lbs., 3
feet.
may concern that the following deBranded
Ooc"i Number. Mam 2.
30UNT HAD OTHER PROSPECTS scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left ribs
fi3
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Janof Prospective uary 22, 1912.
Financial Smash-UEar mark
Father-in-LaDid Not Cause
Tc-wOne
spotted
Him to Worry.
Said animal being unknown to this WANTED
cows, 8 years old, 750 lbs.
Dining room girl, 403
unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
Board,
Railroad avenue.
Col. Alexander S. Bacon, president
before Feb. 26, 3912, said date being 10
On left hip
of the Men's Equal Suffrage League
Said
animal
of Brooklyn, said the other day to
being unknown to this days after last appearance of this ad
a reporter:
Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement said estray will be sold
"Yes, it's true that you won't find before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit of the
FOR RENT Three room cottage, furAmerican peeresses enrolled days after last appearance of this ad- owner when found.
many
MUST LEARN NEW LANGUAGE under the
nished, 315 Eighth street. Apply
suffrage banner. The girl vertisement said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
803 Jackson.
who lets a foreigner marry her for
Albuquerque, N. M.
Amusing Difficulties of English Peo- money is. anyways, a rather poor by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. FOR RENT
ple In Making Themselves Under'
specimen."
Nicely furnished front
stood In This Country.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Colonel Bacon frowned.
624
room, electric
lights, bath.
"There's a New York man," he said,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Main street.
Estray Advertisement
In his recent book, "Memories of a "whose
during a winter in 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Jabor Leader," Mr. John Wilson, M. Nice, gotdaughter,
to a certain Count
engaged
may concern that the following de- FOR RENT Four room cottage, part
P., gives an amusing instance of the Beau de Beaumont. The New York
Estray Advertisement
confusion which arises from the differ- man was rich at that
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Iy furnished, chicken house, barn,
but a few
Not.ce Is hereby given to whom it
ences between the names of articles weeks before the date time,
7
Traquilino Jaramillo, Bibo, N. M.,
acres, partly under ditch, suit
wedset
for
the
of home use In England and their
may concern that the following de- January 19,. 1912.
able for chicken ranch or smal!
he went to smash.
ding
names In America.
" 'My dear Count Beau de Beau- scribed estray animal was taken up by
One cow, 3 years old, 700
dairy. On car line. Rent cheap for
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson formerly lived
he groaned that night, Tm V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., Jan- lbs.
mont'
one year. Call 417 Eighth street
In America. They had as a neighbor,
for you. You are to marry uary 22, 1912.
very
sorry
Branded
Hast La Vegas.
RH
in a Pennsylvania mining town, an my
daughter you were to have had
One red cow, 8 years old,
BP
On left hip
old lady who had left Tyneslde some $35,000
a year but the crash baa
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house
Tears prior to their acquaintance with come. I'm ruined now. How sorry I 750 lbs.
Branded
RSI
her. She gave them an account of am, count!'
921 Lincoln avenue.
Ear mark
M
On left ribs
ber flst attempt to make herself un"But Count Beau de Beaumont gave
derstood at the general store. She the New York man a
Said animal being unknown tc this
S?iti au.mal being unknown to this
reassuring slap
described to them the many misun- on the back.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
derstandings which arose between her
'"Oh, don't you worry about me, before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Had the storeman until she came to
he said, with an easy laugh. days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this ad- FOR SALE One brood sow, one boar
sir,'
t lie last
article, which was treacle. 'With a title like mine, you know,
1
and two shoats. Phone Olive 5581
She had never changed her dialect, can find another heiress tomorrow.'" vertisement said estray will be sold vertisement said estray will be soid
but spoke the pure Wallsend, with the
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the FOR SALE
Strictly fresh eggs. Call
luirr untouched.
owner when found.
owner when found.
Main 314.
"Made It So."
she de
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE! SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE
manded, in unadulterated NorthumAt Fort Monroe some time ago ( thti
Albuquerque, N. M. .
Albuquerque, N. M.
brian.
is an old story), where one of the ves
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
"I don't understand what you mean, sels of the navy was temporarily 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub, 16, 1912.
ma'am."
CONCERN
awaiting orders, a delegation of army
Estray Advertisement
"That in there," she said, pointing officers stationed at the fort cams
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom
to
whom
Notice
is
it
hereby given
to a hogshead.
aboard. There is a set naval regulaNotice is hereby given to whom it may concern that Lsabel M. de Medran
"That Is molasses."
tion that nothing can be so on board may concern that the following de- may concern that the
following de- and Nicolas Sandoval y Martinez, the
"That's what A a want. Gi' mo a ship until the commanding officer or scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed
was
animal
taken up by undersigned, were appointed on the
estray
ders It While the army party wers Rufus Wamel, Animas, N. M., January H.
pund of it."
N. M., 27th
H.
Chandler,
Cimarron,
''We don't sell it by weight, ma'am; looking over the ship, twelve o'clock 18, 1912.
day of January, A. D., 1912 ad
February 1, 1912.
we sell it by measure."
ministrators of the estate of Jose Mi
arrived. A Junior officer approached
11
One
red
cow,
years old,
:
One bay mare, 7 years nuei
The old lady gasped In utter amaze- the captain and said, with a salute:
iueoran, deceased, and all per
fiOO lbs., 4
feet.
ment.
hands.
"It is twelve o'clock, sir." "Make 11
old, 800 lbs., 14
sons having claims against the estate
Branded
mmu
"Dpe ye mean to say," she faltered, so," responded the captain, and eighl
of said Jose Miguel Medran, deceased
Branded
On left ribs
"that we sell treacle by the yard In hells were struck. The army offlceri
will present the same within the time
On
left
thigh
this country?" Youth's Companion.
suspected that the navy men wanted
Ear mark
them to ask some questions and gel
Said animal being unknown to this prescribed by law.
ISABEL M. DE MEDRAN,
sold, or that this was a bit of foolery
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or NICOLAS SANDOVAL Y MARTIN KZ
Joseph Pulitzer's Ambition.
to
the
land
Some
warriors.
got
up
joke
before Feb. 2G, 1912, said date being 10
One day while cruising off the Attime after, a party of the army off- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Administrators.
lantic coast our talk had drifted from icers Invited
days after last appearance of this ad10
before
date
Feb.
said
1912,
26,
being
the officers of the war
actors whose performances we had
sold
will
be
said
vertisement,
estray
ship to dine with them. The dlnnei days after last appearance of this adwa progressing when a lieutenant vertisement said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
., XL
11.,. -HOW'S THIS?
ouaReaveiue, uuu ivir. ruuuer spuKe ntcrAj nrt ..hHn.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reby this Board for the benefit of th owner when found.
of the beautiful scene between Brutus cer
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
said, gravely: "Colonel, owner when found.
ward for any case of Catarrh that
and his wife. He began to repeat It, the present, blind
horse is dead."
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
major's
A!buquerr,ue, N. K.
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE
and never have I heard a finer recita- "Make
Cure.
it
colonel,
191:2.
Feb.
1st
6,
16,
last
tion. It was so full and rounded, so with the so," responded the
pub.
M.
pub.
Albuquerque, N.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
greatest gravity, and the din.
tense with proper emphasis. From ner
We, the undersigned, have known
was said a1 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16,
proceeded.
Nothing
that he gave both Forum speeches. I the time, but the
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
Estray Advertisement
navy officers tell th
grew more and more surprised. He story.
Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it believe him perfectly honorable in all
Estray
would stop at the corner of the deck
business
and financially
Notice is hereby given to whom it may concern that the following de- able to transactions,
out obligations made by
and while still holding my arm, he decarry
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken up by bis firm.
claimed to the open sea.
Creamed Hamburg Steak.
scribed estray animal was taken up by H. H. Ohandler, Cimarron, N. M., NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
"It was my desire once to he an
Shape the steak Into small, thin,
Toledo, O
orator, my great ambition. I used to flat cakes and fry In enough bacon fat D. J. Cassldy, Jr., Mora, N. M.,. Jan- February 1, 1912.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in
. practice those speeches by the hour."
uary 10, 1912:
One colt, 2 years old, 500 ternally, acting directly upon the
to prevent burning.
It was the only time in all my ac- blood and mucous surfaces of the sysOne red and white cow, lbs., 13 hands.
tem. Testimonials sent free.. Price
4
years old, 700 lbs.
Branded
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug
Branded
KB On left shoulder
gists.
On left hip
KM Said animal
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
being unknown to this
patlon.
Ear mark
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
to
animal
Said
this
bemg unknown
after last appearance of this ad- Is not for those suffering from kiddays
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
The
said estray will be sold ney ailments and irregularities.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10 vertisement,
prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
TAILOR FOR MEN
for
this
of
Board
the
benefit
the
by
before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being 10
dispel backache and rheumatism, heal
owner when found.
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
days after last appearance of this adCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
kidneys, restore normal action, and
te
will
sold
said
be
vertisement
Home.
estray
with It health and strength. Mrs. M.
Stylish and
Everything Made at
N. M.
Albuquerque,
111.,
F. Spalsbury,
by this Board for the benefit of the
says: "I
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. suffered great overling
owner when found
pain in my back and
and
Your
Cleaning
Bring in
Pressing
kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
could not raise my hands over my
Estray Advertisement
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Notice is hereby given to whom It head. But two bottles of Foley Kid1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
ney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
may concern that the following de and Red Cross Drug Co.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. T. Collier, Estancla, N. M., January

I.?.

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

:

To the Manner Born.
Max Muller, the famous Sanskrit
scholar, was fond of recalling that he
Estray Advertisement
bad once seen Queen Victoria and the
Notice is hereby given to whom
theaa
enter
Paris
Empress Eugenie
may concern that the following

ter together. The audience cheered
Itself hoarse; but what Interested Professor Muller was the contrast in the
conduct of the two royalties.
I loth bowed
In answer to the plaudits, and then sat down; but whereas
Vutrenle glanced behind her. much
ns you or I would do. to make sure of
the chair being there to receive her,
Victoria kept her eyes to the front,
and took the chair for granted.
That was the difference between
being born into the purple and mar-
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4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoss
at office and residence.

ATTOKNKYS

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

EL

LODGE

DORADO

KNIGHT8

OF

NO.

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

1,

New
PYTHIA8 Meets Las Vegas.
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
PHYSICIANS
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

Physician and Surgeon
of diseases, but
Commander. Harry
a
of
make
ear, nose and
eye,
specialty
Martin, Keeper of
of glasses.
and
the
throat,
fitting
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
506
Office:
Grand Avenue.
NO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
LOCAL TIME CARD
cordially welcome. E. E. Gehring,
T.
Buhler, secretary;
president; J.
EA8T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
I

treat all kinds

No. 2.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
No. 4.
I. O. of B
B. Meets every
first No. 8.
Tuesday of the month in the vestry No. 10.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel, No. 1
cordtclly invited

President;
retary.

Charles Greenclay,

Sec-

Nd

3

No.
No.

7

.
.

.
.

9:15 p. m
11:10 p. m.
1:25 a. m
2:10 p. m.

9:10 p. m

.11:05 p m
. 1:16 a. m
.
1:45 p. m
WEST ROUr.u
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. m
p. m.
p. m

9
p. m
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
Meet In Fraternal
Brotherhood
First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
hall.
Thitc was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Flint chlof of records and collector Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
taken down with a sever attack of
of wampum.
'Visiting brother

which run into bronchitis. She
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound
gavj her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued using it until she
their haH on Sixth street. All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood. case of kidney or bladder trouble not
beyond the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; medicine can do more. O. G. SchaeC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
velcome.

I.

Crystal Ice

o

Pure Ice

To-wi- t:

PHONE MAIN 227

CHAS. LEWIS

Up-to-da-

FOLEY'S

HONEY

RETAIL PRICES
&0M lbs. of Mors, Each Delivery
LOW lbs. to 2,000 lbs, Eash Delivery
20 lbs. to 1,COt lbs. Ecl, Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs. Each Delivery
Less Than 60 lbs.. Each Delivery

AGU

A

20s per 10s lb.
26c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per IN lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
7'M Douglas Avenue.
F itnous-Off- ice

and

TAR

COMPOUND

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine forCOUGHS,
COLDS. CROUP. WHOOPING
COUGH. BRONCHITIS, HARD
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable.' The Bee Hive on tho
carton is the mark of the genuine.
Refuse sustitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

30, 1912.

One sorrel mare, 4 years
hands.
old, 600 lbs., about 13
To-wi- t:

Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912

mm
urns
ioMw

0

-

H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.

Chas.

E. Liebsoh- nler, Cha n c e 1 1 o r

Mexlee-

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonf all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads.-- are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they hare come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LAS VEGAS

OWEN-VANSTONE

tuNTEST

IN

COURT
IT 18 EXPECTED
THE FIGHT FOR
CORPORATION COMMISSIONER
WILL SOON END.

Santa Fe,

N. M., Feb. 9.-- The
hear-inof the arguments
before Judge E
C. Abbott, of the
district court, on

the behalf of their client, Georwe H.
Van Stone, the ilefcmbint In the pro
cecdlngs, wan overruled The rorinul
signlne of Ihe decision will take place
at the county court house this afternoon. Judge H. D. TerruJl. attorney
for the relator will now tile Infornia
Hon aicainst Mr. Van Stotte to compel
him to answer why ho should not va
cate hla place on too mure corpora

tlon commission.

Supreme Court.
The state supreme oourt met this
afternoon to receive the report of the
state board of bar examiners. The
following were admitted to the practice of law In New -- texlco on
:
Orie U Phillips, Rnton;
Dudley S. parrin, Bolano; A. I'anl
Siegel, Nara Visa; O. T. Mack,
Deon Sherry, Alamogordo.
J.
I). Atwood of Artesla, was admitted
yesterday, but did not sign the roll
until this afternoon, iwo applicants
who came late were given the examination and will, if they pass, he admitted to the bar at the March session of the court.
The names of the following nppll-cantwere stricken from the flies of
the state hoard of bar exnmlners because they failed to nppear for exam
Ination: J, Simpson
Morgan, I,. (!.
Van Hecke. O.
Williams. O. Hudson, Coe Howard and Tnvlnr Pnm.
tilings. Only Jiree applicants who ap
ptared failed to pass the examination. The court adjourned to March 4.
exam-Inaton-

the
motion in the quo warranto
proceed
Ings of O. L. Owen of Clovls, versus
George H. Van Stone of Rstancia,
wilJi probably be
completed today
Judge Abbott is expected to act on the
matter immediately, and u. ne decides
in favor of the
relator, o. h. Owen
information against sir. Van Stone
will be Bled
immediately and the
case brought to
speedy trial.
In his argument
yesterday, Neil 0.
Field, attorney for Mr. Van Stone, on
the motion to discharge the
rule, asserted that Mr. Van Stone contended
that Mr. Owen was elected a state
commissioner, but that he, himself,
was also lawfully elected. He
gave
aa the basis of his contention that
there had been election frauds perpetrated in various coantles mentioning
Socorro and Valencia counties as exLands Restored to Entry.
amples. In the two counties menThe general land office hns restored
tioned, Mr. Field said, when the to
entry the lands withdrawn under
frauds were uncovered, Commissioners
the San Carlos project on the fllln.
Groves and Williams would he
25 miles north of JordBbtirg. Unitit
The attorney further stated
county.
that in nine precincts in Valencia he
Commissioners Traveling.
had Information that over 600 votes
were canvossed fraudulently that had ' Chairman llutjli II. Williams and
neve. Jbeen cast
H. O. i Terrell, Clerk (Jeorge W. Armijo ot the
commission, have iert Tope-kacounsel for the relator, contended
Kansas, for Oklahoma City, golnn
that leave to file information against
of Kansas City. Armljo conMr. Van Stone should he
granted as a by way
veyed the greetings of Oovornor Mcmatter of right, law and Justice.
Donald to Governor Stubbs and pre
Owen Wins First Round.
sented Governor McDonald s letter
The argument in the O. L. Owen which proved very valuable, for the
qua warranto proceedings in the dis- Kansas officials went, out of their way
trict court before Judge E. C. Abbott to furnish valuable information as to
was closed this morning. The princi- the experience and procedure of the
pal grounds of motion filed by Att.or Kansas corporation commsslon. Wilneys Field, Wilson and Cleveland on Hams and Armljo, incidentally, are

Hon-wel- l;

.

,
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of which has been paid up. The capiOHI YOU SWEET KIDDO
Y oil can tell that
tal stock Is divided Into 2,500 shares
girl you love her
valued at $100 a share at par. The If you send one of Sally's Valentines
Delicious
tanned
names of the Incorporators are A. o. or Valentine iiostcards. The line this
Vegetables
Hag&Uorn, J. D. Hagadorn and F. J. year Is exceptionally pretty snd In
man. who had
The Fresh
and
eludes noveSUes that are sure to be
Hagadorn.
MttAer.
Fruits
From (he
Preserved
There are romlc valentine
pleasing.
Want to Do Business Hera
for the children as sell as the orGarden
The Merchants' l,lfe Association of
MA6QUERADER8, LISTEN
Valentine greetings.
dinary
Ilurlinglou, Iowa, an assessment comFor wigs, transformations, puffs ana
Canned
pany, yesterday applied to Superin- switches and
everything for the hair
A MONTH HAS PASSED
Fruits
tendent of Insurance Jacobo Chaves
you should go to Mrs. Standish at the
A whole month of the new yesr hat
for admission to estaballsh their busiThe On hard
and
You cair And Juet what
Emporium,
Have you started that aooount
ness In New Mexico.
passed.
Berries
you with to wear to the masquerade for
yourself or your little son ot
Notaries Public Appointed.
ball, tor sale or rent. Hair dressed dsJnghter?
If not, you have still 11
The following were this morning tor balls and par tie. Phone Vegas
months In which to save. The First
appointed notaries public by Governor 11!'. 524 Sixth street.
National Rank offers an admirable op
BY ALL
W. C. McDonald; Abram jarela, Las
for accumulating
porttwlty
savings
Han
lAwrence
NO
EXCUSE
THERE'S
Vegas,
Miguel county;
Your account solicited.
E.
ii ii h hi. Wlllard. Torrance county:
For sleeping on a poor bed. For
('. E. Ijowder, Albuquerque, Dernallllo very reasonable Investment yon can
YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK
county; Robert Hinvtli, Iloswell, Cha enjoy your sleeping hours as well as Is a matter concerning which you
a millionaire. We are selling the should give careful attention. We carves county.
popular brass beds cheaper than ever ry the famous flherwood Rye whiskey,
Treasurer's vscelpts,
The following sums of money were before. We have many styles In the properly seed and beat suited for
received yesterday In the office of bright and satin finish, fine mat family use. We also carry a splendid
'i line of wines and champagnes. Fam
the stnte treasurer, rr N. Marron: tresses, springs and pillows. J.
Son
Solomon l,una, treasurer of Valencia lohnsen
lly trade accorded our special atten
Hon.
Goods delivered. The Opots
BIG DIFFERENCE.
county. 12(18. fifi; J. G. Rammer, tress
HANDSOME DECORATIONS
IN NEW YORK CITY
ttrer of McKlnley county, JI91.B8;
Rar. Charles Farley, proprietor.
It makes little or no difference
There l no prettier decoration for
Ton will find Hotel Cumberland, at
Solomon Sanchez, treasurer of Guadaa room than leettier pillows and the whether you know or not that we
street,
BE MODERN
12.7 ; Chris ftalthel, Hraadway and FiftyJourrh
lupe county,
many other handsome and convergent have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. Hat
hear Central Park, an Ideal location
... ;
treasurer or I, una county, s
Send your washing away from the articles that are manufactured
It does make a big difference If yoa
Thomas V. Gable, gnme anil flr-- war. In the retail shopping and theatet house and be freed of the annoyance leather. Miss M. M. Thompson has s don't know that we sell the put est.
elevated of wash day smells and troubles. The beautiful assortment which
den, on account of game protection district, with the subway,
she Is that our prices are the lowest, our
and surface cars at hand. A hand
rund, SI 4.
,
Vegas Steam laundry does 'amll? selling at remarkably cheep prices deliveries prompt and that we eater
some, modern, beautifully furnished washing as well as fancy washing. Miss
Lau-hnc-h
District Court.
Thompson also has Valentines to the family trade. The Lobby.
one
hotel
of
with
the
best
restati
matJuK,
0i
Klrst
Is
no
&
Abbott
of
the
wash
Judge
and souvrnlr postcards of all varle
day there
Fvery day
Ilenjamln. proprietors.
dicial district has ordered the clerk rants In the city, but moderate It ter how much It rains or snows 'J he ties.
Rooms with bath. $150 pet
A WARNING AGAIN8T WET FEET.
of the district to give ten days no- prices.
:k Is done by experts, too. Trv It
Wet and chilled feet usually affeo
tice of the drawing of the Jurors for day np. Send for booklet Harry P oner snd be convinced.
SHOE REPAIRING
the mucous membrane of the nose,
Sttmson,
manager.
the grand and petit Juries. The draw
Shoe repairing !s Important and throat and lanes, and la grippe, btoa-'hitt
or
FOR RENT
Ing Is to take place February 19
pneumonia may resulL
should be done right
particularly
Two nicely furnished front roomi. welt soled shoes which when repaired Watch carefully,
the county court house In the prespartularly the
GREAT WHITE WAY
and for the racking stubchildren,
Inence or three
bath.
and
electric
with
When
at
an
electric
lights
you put np
should be sewed. Our eeletrle driven born coughs give Foley's Honey and
sign
reputable witnesses.
The drawing will
pSflMt rrom a your place of business you will havf quire SI 8 Sixth street.
It soothes the InFleming stitcher and Champion finish Tar Compound.
box contalnng the names or qualified 4one something for yourself as wel'
er eqnals hand work, leaving the she flamed membranes, and heals th
Take no snhatltiiir-talesmen selected this week by the as your etty, for an electric sign Is th THE 9TORY OF GOOD 9T. VALEN flexible and retaining the shape as cough qnlckly.
Schaefer snd lied Cross Drtiu
f.
There will be modern treat white way of advertls
Jury commission.
TINE.
when new, costs less and wears loot Co.
17 grand jurors and M petit jurors Ing. Keeps your name constantly be
Having first secretly married one as long. Hedgcoeh's.
selected.
WELL! WELL) WELLI
fore the eyes of the purchasing pub happy pair, he was prevailed upon to
He and helps to make Las Vegas looi examine the assortment of valentines
DID YOU HEAR
Ejaculates the averse
person whi
Incorporation.
The Itayndo Colonization company like a wideawake elty. Las Vegs at the 5, 10 and 25 cent store and the What the ground hog bad to say the passing gases Into the shop windows.
or Denver. Colo., yesterday filed their Light and Power company.
prices were so attractive, from one other day? He declared that six more ftaMno Lujsn always has an attractive
charter with the state corporation
cent to 25 cents, and there being so weeks of winter were sore to MM display of Jewelry, watches, out glass,
commission. The company which does
many styles to pick from, he bought We had a taste Saturday and Hands y etc There Is always something ebon
a general real estate, investment and
If you want to get the want yon all of his valentines at this popular of what can be expected this month the place that cansea people to s'ow
securities business, wishes to estab- want to get, you want to get your store. As our valentine postcards and Renter get your ooal shed filled up right and Impels them to enter. The store
lish a New Mexico office at Springer, want In a want getter. The Optic valentines are selling very rapidly, now.
The Coots Ivumber company la a magnet for the discriminating
Colfax county.
The raplfal of the wants yon to get the want yon want don't put off buying till the stocks are has a plentiful supply and will fill all purchaser. SaMno LuJan, Jeweler,
orders promptly.
concern Is given at $250,000, $9,300 to get. Try the ' Want Ads" and see ail broken.
optician, watchmaker. Bridge street.
New Messenger.

E. L. Hardy has
h e
liter of i.ie
BllliaU, today bum

been appoints.
- I era I u.aUiir
ling .1. C. Feld
been temporary mes- -
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HUNTS
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THE OPTIC IS

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

For a Greater
LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER
f

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
PADGETT, Editor,
Sane, Conservative And Well Edited
M, M.

1

0

The Optic is the Best
Day in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

"

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

I
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LA

LOCAL NEWS

Fat Holland
MILCHNER HERRING
THE FINEST PACKED

Each 4 Cents
GENUINE NORWAY ANCHOVIES

Per lb.

15

Cts.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY.

VEQA8 DAILY

OPTIC,

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

Household furniture for sale, leaving town. C. C. Ettlng, 910 Third

9, ISM.

AND UNCLE

HONDURAS

street.

SAM HAVE

DISAGREED

Word was received in Las Vegas
woman and three
Regular dance Saturday night at the this morning that a
all
hud been found VALENTINE SYNDICATE'S
children',
natives,
PROParmory.
in Turquillo Valley in Mora countv,
OF A
ERTY IS THE CAUSE
to death. The bodies were disMISUNDERSTANDING
Try a dram of Old Taylor bournou frozen
covered near a cabin in the valley
at the Opera Bar.
by a young boy, who was walking in
Puerto Cortez, Honduras, Feb. 7.
For painting and paperhanging, see the mountains. The woman is said (Delayed in Transit. There has been
to have been crazy. She has be
a clash between United States and
Davis, 414 Columbia. Phone Main 357.
identified as having been in jail a Honduran authorities
over the enFinch'i Golden Wedding Rye, aged short time ago pending a hearing as forcement of a government ttecree diin the wood.
Direct from distillery to her sanity. The oldest of the chit recting representatives of W. S. Vadren was about eight years of ajfl lentine to surrender to government
to you. At the Lobby, of course
and the yongeet two years. It is au thorites the railroad, wharf and
It is reported tha. Mrs. Ike Lewis, thought that they wandered from Cha other properties held under lease );
who has been seriously iU with pneu- con and that they had lost their wa the Valentine syndicate.
bodies
monia for the past two weeks, is but despite the fact that their
Seventy-fiv- e
marines from the Uniwere found near a cabin A coroner's
little improved.
ted, Slates gunboat Petrel landed an i
Jury is investigatng the case.
seized the wharf and railroad. HonTrain No. 10 arrived in Las Vegas
duran troops were then ordered to
if you want to get the want you stop all trains. The governor has filthis afternoon in two sections but
was consolidated here for its trip east, want to get, you want to get jour ed a
protect.
want in a want getter. The Optic
pulling out with two engines.
The population here was greatly inwants you to get the want you want censed at the
landing of the marines.
A meeting of Chapman Lodge No. 2 to
get Try the ' Want Ads" and see Acting on the authority of congress
A. F. & A. M., was held last night
which declared the Valentine conTHE FLOOR COMMITTTE
with work in the M. M. degree. Foltracts
cancelled, Presraent Bonilla orDr. John D. Hess, chairman of the
lowing the meeting a light lunch was
dered
that civil proceedings be
floor committee to the governor's
served. The meeting was well
brought
against W. S. Valentine of
ball this evening, requests the folNew York, ordered delivery to the
lowing members of nls committee to
government of the railroad and whart
A new postofflce Has been estab- be present at 9 o'clock tonight:
and demanded an accounting ror allished at Waterloo, Luna county, a
Miguel Baca, J. Fred Anton, Luis
leged damages sustained by the govlittle town 20 miles south of Deming, Armijo, Joseph Danzlger, Lorenzo
ernment.
L.
Harris has been appointed
John
W. C. Dennis, Richard Devine,
The decree was served on A. G.
postmaster. William R. Oliver has James S. Duncan, Jr., H. E. Hoke,
local manager of the ValenGreely,
received his appointment as postmas Thomas A. Johnsen, Harry Lorenzen,
tine syndicate, who asked time to
ter of Mcintosh, Torrance county.
RosSol
B.
Captain George
Swrrtson,
communicate with Mr. Valentine. This
enthal, E. R. Russell, Apolonio Sena, was refused.
Greely appealed to the
The funeral of the
William H. Springer, Carl Wertz,
who asked the coAmerican
consul,
Mr.
Mrs.
of
and
Julian
Gar Archie Talley, ' Clemente Padilla.
daughter
operation of the commander of the
cia was held this afternoon from the
gunboat Petrel now in the harbor.
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows. BurAccording to the Albuquerque paThe commander requested that t!ie
ial took place in Mt. calvary ceme pers the two basketball squads of the
of the decree be delayed
enforcement
&
Son had charge Las Vegas
tery. J. C. Johnsen
High School arrived in 4 hours until the American consul
of the funeral arrangements.
the Duke City last night all O. K. and
could communicate with the state deis in readiness for the big
everything
On account of the reception
for doubleheader contest of
partment. The governor also refuse!
tonight. Both this and demanded
Governor McDonald the regular ser- the
that the railroad
Las
teams
and
Vegas
Albuquerque
be turnet over to nim by
and
wharf
vices in Temple Montefiore will be
are confident of winning and no doubt
held this evening at 7 o'clock instead tha contests will be the fastest ever b o'clock this morning. The commander of the Petrel then landed 73
og 8, the accustomed hour. Dr. S. witnessed in the Duke
City. The adPeiper, the new rabbi, will deliver an vance sale of tickets for the games murines and placed them on the wharf
address upon the subject "The Pos has been
and at the railroad omce.
large and a capacity house
sibilities of Religion."
The British, Italian, Mexican, Dan
Albuwill witness the games.
The
ish and Norwegian consuls were sumof
Herald
last
querque
says:
night
A Raymond Whitcomb special, run
Latin and algebra have temporarily moned and through them the governor
ning on the time of a third section of
to the American consul aim
been
put in the discard by high school protested
the California Limited, passed through
the
Petrel's
commander against the
in preparation for the biggest
Las Vegas this morning about 11:45 pupils
of the marines.
lauding
when
season
of
basketball
the
game
o'clock,
'the train was made up of
President Bonilla was informed and
cars from New York, oston and other the local high school teams, boys anil ordered the
decampment of armed
crack
the
Vegas high
girls, go against
points In the far east, and was bound teams
troops immediately placed at
at
the
tomorrow,
night
Friday
for the Pacific coast, from whence the
one mile south and Chamelican,
armory. Both teams have put in the
tourists will sail for Asia.
hardest week of practice of the year 28 miles south of Puerto Cortez, with
and are ready to defend A. H. S. to- instructions to stop ail trains. When
George Beckman, a passenger on morrow
night to the very best of their this order was given several banana
the first section of the California
Las Vegas boys and girls trains were out and its enforcement
The
ablity.
Limited en route from Ms home I
likelwise
been hard at It and are means that several ships in the haruor
have
Hammond, Ind., to Fresno, Cal., was confident of
both games, but would not be able to get cargoes. Ul
taking
taken ill while coming into Las Velocals expect to be able to change to the time of sending this dispatch
the
gas and it was necessary to summon the minds of tihe
Vegas bunch before (February 7), the Commander of the
medical aid upon the arrival of the
Petrel had received no instruction
tomorrow.
train this morning. The high alti- midnight
The advance sale of tickets augurs from Washington and was conternpla
tude had affected his heart action a
record breaking crowd even in ex- 1ns; withdrawing the marines.
and it was necessary to administer a cess of
the usual big crowds at high
stimulant. However, it was not neces school
Our city will soon be
for
in this city. Following
games
sary to take the patient off the train the game will be the customary dance Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
and he continued on his journey west and It will be an
unusually merry one on the condition our city presents.
ward. Dr. W. P. Mills administered for when Las
It's time to get busy. Remove conVegai and Albuquerque
the treatment.
breeders.
flagration
get together there is always something
CUTLER BROTHERS,
doing, in dancing as well as basket614 Lincoln Ave.
ball. The first game is called at 8 Tel. Main 124.
p. m. prompt.
CHANGE YOUR WASH HAY
At the suggestion of Compatriot
James O'Byrne, several of the patriTO LAUNDRY DAY
MAN KILLED BY TRAIN otic citizens of Las Vegas today
joined in making the welcome to Governor McDonald a noisy and enthusiFOUND NEAR COLMOR astic one. With their
heavy anvils
Giese, Colonel a. H. LorenCaptain
If you make it
zen and Lieutenant
General A. T.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
INFORMED
a number of loud safired
Sr.,
Rogers,
A
OF
GRUESOME FIND ON
,
lutes. It was an an, ononis but not
LAS VEGAS STEAM
SANTA FE TRACKS.
'
by a knocking brigade. Brigadier
Daniel
Rhodes
General
LAUNDRY DAY
nred a number
Horribly mangled the body of a man of
cannon.
with
his
volleys
believed to be B. B. Holm was found
this morning lying on the right of way
the
to
never
go back
you'll
near Colmor, according! to word received today by District Attorney
way.
Charles W. C. Ward. The spot where
the body was found in Mora county
near the boundary line of Colfax
TRY US ONCE.
county, and thus is within Mr. Ward's
jurisdiction. An inquest was held this
PHONE NOW-morning which resulted in a verdict
SANITARY BAKERY
being returned to the effect that the
man had been killed by a train and
likely had fallen from one of the
cars to the tracks.
A few papers
found in the man's pockets led the officers to believe that his name is K.
E. Holm, although tcre was nothing
FRESH EVERY DAY
to indicate his place of residence.
It Is thought not unlikely that the
Phone Main 81 617 Douglas
man was beating a ride ana fell beneath the wheels.

Our new Regal Shoes for this
season. No smarter footwear has
ever been seen in this town. And
their trim custom styles are not
their only exclusive feature.

$030

REGAL
SHOES
give you the same perfect fit and comfort as
shoes because they are made in quarter-size- s
just
double the number of fittings found in other shoes.
We have a wide variety of styles in these new Regal
models, and can suit your taste perfectly.
made-to-measu-

re

Del-gad-

For Saturday
HOME DRESSED

CHICKENS

20c Per Pound
CHICKENS ALIVE
16

2-- 3c

Per Pound

FRESH EGGS
3 Dozens For $1.00

J.

a

H. STEARNS
GROCER..

The Home of Quality
We

OREENBEROEH

LET

AT THE CRAAFHAYWARD CO

STORE
We Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable.

your Window, let it bring
you good returns by having
in

it well lighted.
Customer

STOCK

EXCHANGE

New York, Feb. 9. Speculative interest in the stock market was too
slight to effect a decided change in
the level of prices during the morning. The bear faction which for several days has been making ineffectual attempts to unsettle prices, made
no further efforts and the undertone
of the market was firm.
Reports
that some of the smaller steel manufacturers were cutting prices had no
effect on the steel shares. The copper group fell back slightly on profit
taking after yesterday's rise. Despite
the sharp advance in the price of
metal abroad, increasing strength was
shown under the leadership of the
Hill stocks, the southern group of
railroad stocks sharing. Great North,
em preferred rose 1
and Northern
Pacific and St. Paul 1. Prices of the
prnlcipal shares at midday generallv
a fraction above yesterday's final
Bonds were steady.
Underlying strength was shown in
the early afternoon despite the extreme' dullness. Southern stocks
further. Atlantic Coast line i&
IV4,
and Louisville and NashvilM
ing
Details of the week's currency

1.

moveemnt show an apparent loss
cash of 5,000,0000 principally fro
the large gold exports.
An easier tone prevailed in the late
trading. Reading, Great Northern
preferred and Northern Pacific deact-ehalf a point. Tobacco issues weakened materially. American Tobacco
last a and Lorillard 3 points. Denver
and Bio Grande preferred sagged
The close was steady,
Last sales were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper 63 ; American
Beet Sugar 118; Atchison
104;
Great Northern 129; New York Central 110; Northern Pacific 117;
Reading 157 ; Southern Pacific 108 i.
Union
Pacific 164; United States
Steel 60; United StateB Steel pre
f erred 107.

d

2.

OUCH! GOOD GRACIOUS!
These are exclamations used everyday by people who suffer from corns.
Their suffering is not necessary. If
they would purchase some of Schae-fer'corn cure, which costs only tS
cents, they could be rid of the corns

FLORAL VALENTINES
In addition to our usual fine stock of Roses and Carnations.
We have made arrangements for a supply of Violets for Feb. 14
St Valentines Day.

It cures without
O. G.

Schaefer.

pain.

Breoid, Cdkes,
Cookies, Rolls,
Doughnuts and
Fried Cakes.

AT

We are now taking orders for these, conditional
upon their safe arrival.

ORDER YOURS EARLY

s

in no. time.
For sale by

Goods

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

507 Sizlb Street

PERRY ONION & SON

W. P. SonthaM

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
Jefferson Raynolds President
President
Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

$100,000

bank adopts every desirable method of modern
While this
it never loses sight of that essential qualityi Absolute

Safety.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

C OA L

EAT

NEW YORK

our low Flat Rate

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent for that small space

d

have the very choicest Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Lard,
Sauages all kinds Pickles and Kraut. Mince Meat.

us tell you About

AND WOOD

WRITE

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
mnngin, pm

iy

c ond ON mssm at

If it may be term ed

The

Science of
Selling

Farms
era

a

scieEce

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

BGUCHER
Phone Main 462

The Home of pure food Goods

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

